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THESIS ABSTRACT 
I study the classical solvability of the first boundary value problem 
for fully non 1 inear parabolic equations of second order in general for the 
nondegenerate case, and for a particular class of degenerate problems. As 
tools for this study, I also prove results for nondegenerate linear and 
quasilinear equations. 
The central result requtred ror the development or the necessary 
estimates is a weak Harnack inequality, which I prove in Chapter 1. This 
weak Harnack inequality is also of independent interest, since 1t is 
applicable to linear and quasllinear equations in general form. In the 
process of proving this estimate, I also establish a parabolic analogue of 
the Aleksandrov-Bakelman maximum principle. 
Classical solvability of uniformly parabolic equations under 
"natura 1" structure conditions is proved in the second chapter. I a 11 ow the 
problems to be posed on non-cylindrical as well as cylindrical domains. 
This allows more general statements than usual, though the cases of most 
1nterest are probably those on cylindrical domains. The non-cylindrical 
domain problems are perhaps better thought of as degenerate e111ptic 
problems. To this end, I have 1ncluded in Chapter 2 a proof of the boundary 
regularity theorem of Krylov adapted to these domains. 
The final two chapters are devoted to some model equations. The 
third chapter deals wtth a natural extension of a problem considered by 
Cafferelli, Nirnberg and Spruck, the solvability of equations involving 
symmetric functions of the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix. The 
equations I consider are evolution equat1ons wh1ch are related 1n an 
obvious way to these prob 1 ems. I prove that the parabo 1 ic prob 1 ems are 
solvable under essentially the same conditions as the elliptic ones. 
The final chapter considers the parabolic Monge-Ampere type 
equation, 
-au/at.det[o 2 u/axiaxj] = f(x,t,u,Qu) 
I show that the methods of the elliptic theory are applicable to the 
parabolic problem, and conclude the soJvability of a wide range of such 
equations. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, the theory of fully non-linear elliptic equations has 
been extensively studied by many authors, with results on classical 
solvabf11ty establ1shed for a large class of problems. Notable works 1n the 
general theory include Evans [E 1 ], Krylov [Kr 2], [Kr 3], and Trudinger 
[Tr 21 The theory of the corresponding parabo 1 ic case has not been quite 
so thoroughly examined, though results have been proved by Krylov [Kr 2). 
The aim of this thesis is to extend the results known for the e111pt1c 
theory to the parabolic setting. 
The central result required for the development of the necessary 
Holder est1mates is a weak Harnack tnequalfty, whtch I prove in Chapter 1. 
The resu1ts of Kry1ov for fu11y non-1inear equations do not directly use 
such an inequality, and consequently his proof appears cumbersome. This 
weak Harnack inequality is also of independent interest, since it is 
applicable to linear and quasilinear equations in general form. In the 
process of proving this estimate, I also establish a parabolic analogue of 
the Aleksandrov-Bakelman maximum principle. This theorem has been 
independently proved by Tso [Ts 1] by a different method. My proof is in 
some sense more elementary, though perhaps also less elegant. 
Classical solvability of uniformly parabolic equations under 
·natural" structure conditions is proved in the second chapter. Here I 
follow methods used by Trudinger 1n [Tr 2] and also to be found in [G.T. 1]. 
These results extend those of Krylov [Kr 2] with regard to the growths 
allowed, though KryJov has announced further results in this context [Kr 4]. 
Also I allow the problems to be posed on non-cylindrical domains. This 
allows more general statements than usual, though the cases of most 
interest are probably those on cylindrical domains. The non-cylindrical 
dorn a in prob 1 ems are perhaps better thought of as degenerate e 1 1i pt i c 
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problems. To this end, I have included in Chapter 2 a proof of the boundary 
regularity theorem of Krylov [Kr 3] adapted to these domains. 
The final two chapters are devoted to some mode 1 equations. The 
third chapter deals with a natural parabolic extension of a problem 
considered by Caffarelli, Nirenberg and Spruck [C.N.S. 2], the solvability of 
non-uniformly elliptic equations involving the eigenvalues of the Hessian 
matrix. These equations approximate the equations of prescribed curvature 
of various types in the same sense that Po1sson·s equation approximates 
the equation of prescribed mean curvature. The equations I consider are 
evolution equations which are related in an obvious way to these problems. 
I prove that the parabolic problems are solvable under essentially the 
same conditions as the elliptic ones. 
The final chapter briefly considers the parabolic Monge-Ampere type 
equation. Such equations were first considered by Krylov in [Kr 1], and a 
geometr1c problem closely related to such equat1ons was cons1dered by 
Tso in [Ts 2]. I show that the methods of the elliptic theory are applicable 
to the parabolic problem, and conclude the solvability of a wide range of 
such equations. 
0. I NOTATION AND DEFINTIONS 
Throughout this thesis, I shall use the conventions described in this 
section. I denote 
0 - a domain in ~n+ 1 
ot = { x I c x, t) € o l 
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ao - the parabo11c boundary of o (except for n-d1mensional domains, in 
which case I mean the usual boundary) 
Uxl = (x 1 2 + x2 2 + ... + xn 2 )~ 
lxl = max {lx 1 l,lx 2 1, . .. ,lxn1} 
l(x,t)I = (Hxll 2 + t)~ 
d ( X J t ; ao) = i n f { I ( X J t ) - ( y J s ) I J ( y J s ) € ao J s ( t } 
For ( x, t) e: ao, I define the "time derivative" of ao at ( x, t) by 
1:(x,t) = a;/at 
where 'f is a representation of the boundary at (x, t); i.e. locally ao is 
given by 
ao = { c y / , ~ c y / , s ) , s ) I c y .. , s ) € N c x .. , t ) J 
Diu = au/axi ; Dtu = au/at ; Diju = a2u/axiaxj 
Du= (D 1u,D 2u, . . . ,Dnu) = grad u 
Operators will be printed in boldface; 
Lu= a'Jo . · U + b 10 -u + cu - Dtu I J I 
. 
Lou= a'Jo . · U + b 1 0 -u - Dtu 
I J I 
Q[u] = A1 J(x,t,u,Du)Oiju + B(x,t,u,Ou) 
- Dtu 
D[u] = det A 
>.. the m1n1mum eigenvalue of A (or a) 
/\ the maximum eigenvalue of A (or a) 
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The function spaces used in this work shall be denoted as follows: 
Ck,"' - functions with k continuous derivatives in the space 
co-ordinates and m continuous time derivatives 
ck, d;"', f3 - those functions in ck'"' with the relevant derivatives in 
the Holder spaces Cd and cf3 respectively 
W~ •"' - the Sobolev space of functions with k space derivatives 
and m time derivatives in L" 
I. LOCAL ESTIMATES FOR LINEAR AND QUASILINEAR EQUATIONS 
In order to prove estimates for nonlinear equations, it is necessary 
to have estimates for solutions of linear and quasilinear equations in 
general form, so that these may be applied to the differentiated equations. 
Such estimates are the purpose of this chapter. Also, the theorems of this 
chapter are of some independent interest. The estimates to be proved are 
of three types; a maximum principle similar to the Aleksandrov-Bakelman 
Max1mum Pr1nc1ple for subsolutions of linear equations, a local max1mum 
principle similar to those of Trudinger [Tr 1] (in the elliptic quasilinear 
case) and Gruber [Gr 1] (in the linear parabolic case) for subsolutions of 
quasilinear equations, and a weak Harnack inequality similar again to 
those of Trudinger [Tr 1] and Gruber [Gr 1] for supersolutions of 
quasi 1 inear equations. 
The central ideas in the proofs of these theorems come from papers 
of Krylov [Kr 1], Krylov and Safonov [K.S. t ], and Trud1nger 
[Tr 1]. The first theorem, the maximum principle, has also been proved 
1ndependently, by another method, by Tso [Ts 1]. The local maximum 
principle and weak Harnack inequality were both proved for the linear case 
by Gruber using stochast1c methods, and for the el 1 iptic case by Trudinger. 
I do not use any probab111ty theory 1n th1s thes1s; my methods follow 
closely those of Trud1nger, and those of the 1mportant paper of Krylov and 
Safonov. 
J. 1 A MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE 
The maximum principle to be proved here is a slight extension of 
that proved by Kry1ov in [Kr 1], and the proof uses a useful ca1cu1ation 
from that work. The improvement 11es 1n the est tmate depending on 1y on 
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the restr1ct ion of the 1nhomogeneous term to the upper contact set ( 1n the 
case of smooth subsolutions). This refinement is necessary for the proof 
of the local maximum principle of the next section. It also allows one to 
easily conclude estimates for operators with lower order terms in L n+ 1. 
Let u e: C0 (0t) . Then one may define the upper contact set of u by 
r+ - r - {ye: Ot f u(x) ~ u(y) + p. (x-y) Vxe:Ot, some 
p = p(y) e: Rn} 
Further, one may define the concave /Juli of u to be the smallest concave 
function on O t lying above u, 'flu . Then it is easy to see that 
It is also clear that if u e: c2cot), then p(y) in the definition of r+ 
must be taken to be Du(y), while o2u(y) is negattve on r+ . For 
u e: C2 , 1 (0), r+ will denote the upper contact set with respect to x; Le. 
r+ - {(x, t) e: 0 j Du(x, t) e: r+ u(., t)} 
and I w f 11 denote the increasing set of u, 
I - {(x,t) e: 0 I Dtu(x,t) > O} 
and I w f 11 denote by E the set 
The main theorem of this section is 
THEOREM 1. 1 Suppose t/Jat bi - C = 0 J u € C2 ' 1 ( 0) J O - BA ( 0) J 
u I ao = o . T/Jen 
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Proof· The above estimate is proved by considering the increasing 
concave /Juli of u, and applying a simple but crucial calculation of Krylov 
for convex decreasing smooth functions. The increasing concave /Juli of u, 
~u, is defined to be the smallest function on O which is concave with 
respect to x, nondecreasing with respect to t, and which 1 ies above u. 
~ u has the f o 11 owing important properties: 
1. 1 ) 
a.e. on E 
elsewhere 
To establish the f1rst of these properties, first observe that 
~ u ( . , t) is given by 
~u(x,t) = ;v(.,t)Cx) ; v(x,t) - sup u(x,s) 
s~t 
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It is clear that v, and hence tu, is Lipschitz with respect tot, with 
Lipschitz constant bounded by ff D tu 000. To obtain the second derivative 
bound, note that for each (x 0 , t O ), there exists a parabola 
With c{U02uff00 , SUChthat U(X,to) ) &(Xo,to,X) for al] XE (}t . 
0 
Then since the sup in the defintion of v must be attained, it follows that v 
has the same property, with Du ( x0 , t O ) replaced by some vector bounded 
by D Du 000• Taking the concave hu11 in x, for fixed t 0 , since the convex hull 
of a set in ~n may be represented as the co11ection of convex combinations 
of at most n+ 1 points of the original set, it follows that for any y € Ot 
thereexist y 1 , . .. , Yn. 1 € Ot and ci 1 , ... , dn+t € (0,1) with 0 
~ di = 1 , such that y = ~di y i , and 
Then if & i is the parabola lying under v ( y i . t O ), with 
it f o11ows that [ a i & ; ( x) is a parabola with the same bound on its 
second derivatives, lying under ; v ( . , t 
O
) and equa I to it at y. This 
establishes the second derivative bound from be1ow, whi1e the second 
derivative bound from above fo11ows immediately from concavity. 
To prove the second property, consider for a given function v fn x, 
thefunction'f'='Jlv . lfforsomepointx 0 , v(x 0 ) ~ 'f'(x 0 ), then it 
follows that there exist dt, . .. , dn• t € (0, 1 ), and 
X 1 ' . . . , X n. 1 E Ffn I such that L di = 1 , XO - L di Xi ' and 
111 (xi ) = v ( x i ) , 'fl ( x O ) = L di v ( x i ) . Now set 
n+l n+l 
x = ( 1-d 1 )-1 Id i xi . It is c I ear that 'I' ( x) = ( 1-d 1 )-1 .>di v (xi ) , 
1=2 I~ 
and so 
Then by concavity, ; is an affine function on the I ine segment joining x, 
and x, and so in particular the second derivative at x 0 in the direction of 
this line is zero; i.e. there exists ( E An with D(~~v(x) = 0. Since 'f'v is 
concave, th1s implles that the maximum eigenvalue of D21f'v ( x) is zero, 
and so det D21f'(x) = 0. 
The foregoing shows that if e u ( x, t) ~ v ( x, t), then det 
D
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i;u(x, t) = 0. Now suppose tu(x, t) = v(x, t) " u(x, t) . Then for 
some s < t, u ( x, s) = v ( x, s) = v ( x, t), and so s1nce e u 1s 
increasing, e u ( x, s) = tu ( x, t), and hence D t ~ u ( x, t) = 0. It remains 
to check 1.2) at those points where tu ( x, t) = u ( x, t) . But at almost 
all such points Dttu = Dtu and o2~u = D2u, by virtue of the 
following fact : 
PROPOSITION Suppose f isaLipsc/Jitz function. T/Jen I Of I = 0 
almost everyw/Jere on t/Je set { f = O} . 
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This proposition is easily proved by consider1ng the positive and 
negative parts of f . To apply it to the problem in hand, Dt~u = Dtu is 
obtained directly by applying the lemma to u - su, while the other 
equation is obtained by first differentiating u - su in any given 
direction, observing that the resulting function vanishes on E, and then 
applying the lemma. Thus 1.2) is proved. 
In order to use the function tu to conclude the statement of the 
theorem, the following two lemmas are required. Both were proved by 
Krylov in [Kr 1 ], but for completeness the proofs are repeated here. 
LEMMA 1.1 Suppose w is a smoot/J function on O = BA ( O) x ( 0, T) wit/J 
w I an = o. T/Jen 
1.3) 
LEMMA 1.2 Suppose w 1 and w2 are L ipsc/Jitz convex functions on t/Je 
n-dimensional ball B = BA ( O), w 1 I oB = w2 J oB = O, w 1 < w2 on B. 
T/Jen 
1.4) 
Proof of lemmas I. I and 1.2 Integrating the left hand side of 1.3) with 
respect to t yields 
I 2 n I 3 2 = w det D w ft= T - . ~ w D t x . x . w. a/ awx . x . det D w BA ( 0) 1,J = 1 0 ' J I J 
Now for all i, 
n 
L Dx.Ca/awx . x .det o2w) _ O j=l J I J 
and so the second term on the right may be integrated twice by parts with 
respect to xi and x j to give 
J0otw det 02w = J8w det o2w lt=T -
-. f J Dtw D; J·w a/awx . x .det o2w 1,J=l O I J 
By Eu1er·s theorem on homogeneous functions, the second term on the r ight 
is equal ton times the term on the left, and 1.3) fo11ows. 
Turning to 1.4), it can be seen that 1.3) may a1so be 
written as 
Now if w 1 and w2 are smooth, one may form 
w(x,t) = tw 1 (x) + (1-t)w 2 (x) 
1 1 
and put this in 1.5) to conclude 1.4). To extend 1.4) to convex L ipsch1tz 
functions, it suffices to observe that a convex function w may be 
uniformly approximated by smooth convex functions we (see for example 
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[A]). Interpreting det o2w as the Jacobian of the normal mapping of the 
graph of w, one may conclude that the corresponding measures det o2wc 
converge weak 1y to de t o2w, and so Lemma 1.2 is proved. 
Note that Lemma 1.2 yields an estimate for convex functions which 
vanish on the boundary of BR ( O) of the f o11owing form 
To see this, simply take w = w 1 , and w2 the function whose graph is the 
cone with apex (x 0 ,w(x 0 )) and base BA(O) in Lemma 1.2 . Returning 
then to ~ u, from 1.1) it is clear that ~ u may be approximated by smooth 
functions in W~;: ( 0) which vanish on the parabo 1 ic boundary of 0, and so 
Lemma 1.1 yields 
Then the left hand side may be replaced using 1.2), while the right hand 
side may be estimated by 1.6), to obtain 
To obtain the satement of the theorem, apply the matrix inequality 
det A . det B ( (n-ltrace AB)n , A,B) 0, A,B E Rnxn 
to the matrices 
0 J 
-o2u ' B -
on E to give 
Using this in 1.7) concludes the proof of the theorem. I 
The f o1Jowing are now easy coro1Jaries of Theorem 1.1 : 
COROLLARY 1.1 Suppose I b I < N 1 ; -c < N2 ; d(O) ( R; 
u € c2 , 1 CO), wit/J ulao ~ o. T/Jen 
COROLLARY 1.2 Suppose na-l/n+lbftL n+ 1 ( N2 , c- < N1 , d(O) ( A 
u € C2 , 1 Co) wit/J u I 30 ( o. T/Jen 
COROLLARY 1.3 T/Je conclusion of t/Je above corollaries /Jold for 
u € W~; ~ ( O) 1/ Eu is replaced by o. 
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Proof· First note that 1n the proof of Theorem 1. 1, if u e: C2 , 1 ( o) for 
some O c BA ( O) with u < o on ao, then u may be extended to 
u e: c2 , 1 (BA) so that u < o off o, u ko = o, and then Eu - Eu . 
Thus O may be replaced by any cylinder containing 0. 
Set v = u.exp [-(A- 1N1 + N2 )t] . Applying Theorem 1.1 to v 
on B2A(O) 
'C(n)R-n/n+lcuo-1/n+l u-lu CLou)-ffLn•1cEV) + 
+ uo-1/n+l[bjDjU +c-u - (R-1N,+N2)u]HLn• 1cE )l 
V 
Now on r+ ( observing that Ev c Eu ) by concavity, 
Thus 
and so the first corollary 1s proved. 
For the second coro11ary, set v = e-N tu, and apply theorem 1.1 
on BK R ( D) to get 
'C(n)Kn/n+lRn/n+luu-1/n+lcLu)-u n•1c ) 
L Eu 
+ C(n)Kn/n+lR-l/n+l(K-l)Bb.0-l/n+lHLn•lcEu)·sup u 
Choosing K sufficiently large, depending on A, n, and 
B u- 1 /n+ 1 b UL n. 1 , so that the second term is bounded by lisup u , the 
second corollary is proved. 
The third corollary follows by standard approximation methods. I 
should point out that Corollary 1.1, with C2 • 1 replaced by W~; ~ and 
Eu replaced by O, was proved by Krylov [Kr 1]. 
I .2 A LOCAL MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE 
Here I prove a parabolic version of theorem 6 of [Tr 1]. For the linear 
case. this is theorem 3.1 of [Gr 1]. The method is entirely analogous to that 
employed in [Tr 1]. Suppose a satisfies the fallowing structure conditions 
1.8 ( /\ \ B ( CaoHPHN + a)o1/n+1 (boffpUN+l + bDpU +CZ+ g)o1/n+1 
for (x, t), z, p E O x CD, M) x An, where Mand N are non-negative 
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constants, a O , a, b O , b, c, and g are non-negat 1ve functions on o 
w 1th a O , a e: Lr ( 0) ' b O ' b , C e: L q ( 0) ' and g e: L n + 1 ( 0) for 
some r ; q > n+ 1 . Define r• and q* by 
1/r + 1/r:r = 1/n+l ; 1/q + 1/q:r = 1/n+l 
Fina 11 y, suppose 
1.9) u-l/n+l E L q(O) 
This last condition is not required in the elliptic case, but it is easily seen 
that some such condition is necessary in the parabo lie case. The local 
maximum principle is the fo11owing: 
THEOREM 1.2 Let u e: W~; 2 (0) satisfy Qu ; 0, u < M in 0., and 
I et B = BA . T/Jen r or any p > o , o < 6 < 1 , 
where C depends on n, p, q, N, 6, R-(n+l )/q, and llhRUL q(O), 
and hA is given by 
Proof: Suppose R - 1 ; the full result wi 11 foil ow by a routine sealing 
argument. Define 
16 
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where f3 is to be chosen later, and for u smooth, set v - 11u on B. On 
the upper contact set r v of v in B, u > O and 
Thus on r v 
Lu= A'J(x,t,u,Du)Diju - Dtu 
- ~Lu+ 2 A 1 JD·11D·u + ul11 
I J 
~ -118 - 2AID11l. !Dul - f3u(2t~11l-1/f3 + ~111-2/f3) 
) -118 -C(l+A)11 1- 2/~u 
where C depends on f3. Applying the structure conditions 1.8) gives on r v: 
+CV+ 119 
and 
(1+A)o-l/n+l ( OolDuJN +a+ o-1/n+1 
( 00 (2(1+f3)u)N 11 -N/f3tN/2 + 0 + 0-1/n+1 
so 
where d = ( N+ 2) / f3 , C - C ( n , f3 , N) and 
Applying the maximum principle Theorem 1.1, this shows that 
( C(Uh1HLq(B)·u~-du+ULq•(B) + UgHLn+1(B)) 
( C(Hh 1 HLq(B)·sup(u+)l-dH(u+)dULq•(B) + 
+ Uglll n+ 1 (B)) 
Choosing f3 = (N+2)q* /p and d = p/q* < 1 , and applying Young's 
inequality to sup(u+) l-d, the result follows for A = 1 and u 
smooth. The full result now is obtained by scaling and approximation. The 
approximation argument is identical to that in [Tr 1 ], and so is omitted 
here. I 
Note that in the 1 inear case, one has a O = b O = 0 , and so for 
uniformly parabolic linear operators, the constant in the theorem is 
1ndependent of A. 
1.3 A WEAK HARNACK INEQUALITY FOR LINEAR OPERATORS 
In this section, I shall work with cubes rather than balls. The only 
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reason for thts 1s that the "crawl tng 1nkspots" lemma of Krylov and 
Saf onov, Lemma 3. 1 of [K.S. 1] is stated in such terms. Define 
Q(&,R) = {lxl < R} x C-eR2,o) 
Q+ 
= Q+ ( 8 1 , 6 1 , R) - { IX I < 6 1 A} X (-& 1 R2,0) 
Q-
= Q-(8 2 ,6 2 ,R) - { IX I < 6 2 A} X (-&A2,-82R2) 
where O < 6 1 , 6 2 < 1 , O < 8 1 < 8 2 < & . The weak Harnack 
inequalfty states that some LP "norm" (p is less than one) on Q- of a 
positive supersolution u may be estimated in terms of the infimum of u 
on Q+. As a coro11ary, one gets the usual Harnack inequality for solutions 
of parabolic equations. Krylov and Safonov proved the Harnack inequality 
for solutions of homogeneous equations without directly obtaining the 
weak Harnack. Gruber improved their result to include the theorem to be 
proved in this sect ion. I use primarily the method of [K.S. I], but am ab le to 
avoid the function y(f3) considered there by using Theorem J.2. 
THEOREM J .3 Suppose L is uniformly para/Jolie;· I b I , c < N; 
u E W~;/(QR); u IO; Lu If; f E L". 1 (QR), 0 < R ( R
0 
T/Jen !/Jere exist positive constants C and p depending only on n, A, 
/\, N, e , , e 2 , 6 1 , 6 2 , and AO suc/J t/Jat 
Proof: Without loss of generality, assume c - 0 (this is possible 
since one may consider in place of the function u the function e-Ntu). 
Also suppose R = 2, 6 2 = 1 /2, e = 1 , 8 2 = 3/4 - the genera l case 
Wtll follow by scaling and covering. 
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The idea of the proof is to estimate the measure of the level sets of 
u on Q- in terms of lts infimum on Q+. The full estimate then follows 
by standard theorems. The proof proceeds via three key lemmas. The first, 
due to Krylov and Saf onov, is a comparison type lemma, which says that if 
u is uniformly large on a cube of radius c at some t, then it is greater 
than a power of c on a cube of radius one at some larger value of t . This 
allows one to compare the 1nfimum of u on Q+ and the size of cubes in Q-
on which u is uniformly large. The next lemma, proved using the local 
maximum principle of the last section, states that if u is large on "most .. 
of a cube, then it must be uniformly lage on some smaller cube. Finally, the 
third lemma, again due to Krylov and Saf onov, allows one to combine the 
above two results to conclude an estimate on the size of level sets in 
terms of the infimum of u on Q+, by covering such a leve 1 set with cubes 
with large intersection with the level set, and building a larger set on 
which u must be uniformly large. 
The first lemma presented here is in fact a slightly simpler version 
of the comparison lemma of [K.S. 1]. 
LEMMA 1.3 5upf)ose u > 1 on { n x II < c A , t = o } , A < A O , 
c < c O . T/Jen !/Jere exists a constant p, def}ending only on AO , c O , n , 
A, /\, and a, suc/J t/Jat for n x II < 2-~R .. 
where C is the constant of Corollary 1.2 
Proof: Define a subso1ut1on for L as follows: 
for c2R2 + d-1 ( 1-c 2)t - Uxu 2 f D. It 1s clear that 11' may be 
extended to be zero for larger U x II, and that then 'fl € C2 , 1 ( BR ( o, cJ.) ). 
Ca1cu1at1ng derivatives, 
Di; - -4(c 2R2+d- 1(1-c 2)t-Uxft 2)[d-1(1-c2)t + c2R2]-Qxi 
D· ·'fl - -4(c 2R2+cJ.- 1(1-c 2)t-DxU 2)[cJ.- 1(1-c2)t + c2R2]-qo· ·+ 
I J I J 
+ 8[cJ.- 1(1-c 2)t + c2R2J-qx·x· 
I J 
Ot'fl - (c 2R2+cJ.- 1(1-c 2)t-Ux0 2)[cJ.- 1(1-c2)t+c2R2]-q_cJ.-1(1-c2) . 
. {2 - q(c 2R2+cJ.- 1(1-c 2)t-HxH 2)[cJ.-l(1-c2)t + c2R2]-1} 
L'I' - [d- 1(1-c 2)t + c2R2]-q{Ba· ·X·X· -
I J I J 
- (c 2A2+d- 1(1-c 2)t-lxH 2)(2T+2b·x·+d- 1(1-c 2)) + 
I I 
; [cJ.- 1(1-c 2)t + c2R2J-q{BAUxU 2- 2(2n+2NA
0 
+ 
+ d- 1(1-c 2)(c 2A2+d- 1(1-c 2)t-ffxU 2) + 
+ qcJ.-1(1-c2)(c2R2+cJ.-1(1-c2)t-Uxff2)2 . 
. [cJ.-1(1-c2)t + c2A2]-1) 
2, 
Set C 1 = 2 C 2n/\ + 2NA 0 + d- l ) . Then for 
the above is positive. Now for 
one has 
Lf) [d- 1(1-c 2)t + c2A 2J-q{-C 1 (c 2A2+d- 1(1-c 2)t-HxH 2) + 
+ qd- 1(1-c 2)Cc 2A2+d- 1(1-c 2)t-UxU 2)2 . 
. [d- 1(1-c 2)t + c2R2J- 1} 
) [d- 1(1-c 2)t + c2A2]-q{Cc 2A2+d-l(l-c 2)t-ffxU 2) . 
. q(1-C,(8X+C,)(1-c~)/d - C,} 
and so choosing q sufficiently large, depending on C 1 , c 0 , and d, it 
follows that ; is a subsolution for L. Furthermore, at t = 0, 
t2(q-2)A2(q-2)f(x,O) _ c2(q-2)R2(q-2)cc2R2-llxH2)2c-2qA- 2q 
( , 
whne at t = dA2, 
c2(q-2)A2(q-2)f(x,dA2) - c2(q-2)A2(q-2)(A2-flxH2)2A-2q 
_ c2(q-2)A-4(c2R2-Uxll2)2 
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Now apply the maximum principle, Corollary 1.2, to the function 
u - c 2 C q-2) R2 C q-2) 11' to conclude the claim of the lemma with 
p = 2(q-2). 
LEMMA 1.4 T/Jere exists a positive constant ~ < 1 suc/J t/Jat if 
j{(x,t) E Q(&,R) = Q I u = U + Ufllln•1(Q)) k}j) ~jQj 
!/Jen 
Proof of Lemma I. 4: Applying Theorem 1.2 to k - u with p = 1 gives 
which is equivalent to 
and so 
Now choose ~ = 1 - ( 2C 1 )- 1 to prove the lemma. 
To state and use the central lemma of Krylov and Saf onov, the 
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following construction is required. For any cube a of the form 
Q = (x 0 ,t 0 ) + Q(l ,R) c Q(l, 1) = Q1 
define the sets 
Q1 - {(t 0 -3R 2,x 0 ) + Q(7/9,3R)} n Q1 
Q2 - {(t,x)lt 0 +R2 ( t ( t 0 +A2+411- 1A2 , lx 0 -xl(3A, lxl<l} 
where 11 1s some f1xed constant. Note that Q 1 c Q 1 , wh11e Q2 may 
extend beyond { t = O}. Now for any set K c Q 1 and constant o < ( < 1 , 
define 
G - G ( K, () - { Q - ( to , X O ) + Q ( 1 , A) I Q c Q 1 ; I Qn K I ) ( I QI } 
and set 
for i = 1 , 2. The next lemma states that the Yi expand K by at least 
some known factor. 
LEMMA 1.5 1) I K\ Y 1 I = 0 and 1/ I K I ~ ( I Q 1 I t/Jen 
IKI ( ~IY 1 I 
i1J IY 1 I (Cl+ 11)IY 2 I 
These two statements are lemmas 2. 1 and 2.3 in [K.S. 1 ], where a 
proof may be found. Notice in particular that if 11 and ~ are such that 
Now choose ( ) ~, where ~ is the constant of Lemma 1.4 with 
R = l;, and take 
Then from Lemma 1.4, for any Q E Gk - G ( Kk, () 
Thus the above inequality holds for u on 
Applying Lemma 1.3, with d between 1 /4 and 1 + 4/11, one obtains 
on Q 1 n Q 1. Here, p depends on n, A, /\, and '1, while C
0
= n-l; /6 is 
a constant which arises from changing from baJls to cubes. Setting 
C1 = (C"P/4 + 1)C, thfscanberewrittenas 
Now suppose ~ I Q 1 I , I K k I ; f3, '1 < ~ -1; - 1, and set k 1 = 
k. (C 1 )- 1 cf 8, and let O < &0 < 1 be some fixed constant. Then 
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applying Lemma 1.5 shows that either 
or 
Now by construction, Q2 c {Ix I < 1} , and so b) can only hold if there 
ex1sts some Q E l\ such that Q2 n { t ) ( 1-& 0 ) (-\13} is non-empty. 
,.., 
This is equivalent to the existence of Q e: Gk such that 
Q = (x 0 ,t 0 ) + Q(l,A) 
t 0 + R2 + 4R 2/~) (1-& 0 )(-~~ ; t 0 ( -R2 
from which one immediately sees that also 
Now since u > k 
1 
on Q 1, one may conclude that at t = O there exists 
a cube of side length ( 1-& 0 ) \c 11 i 13\, and hence a ball, B 1 say, of the 
same radfus, with u I k 1 on B 1. Now Lemma 1.3 a) may be applfed again 
to cone Jude that on Q+, 
where now p and q depend on 6 1 and ( & 1 -& 2 ) from the def1n1t1on of a• 
and a-. Consequently, in the case that b) holds, 1t has been shown that 
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~q/2 ( C/C 1 inf u (j" .. 
where 
The foregoing is summarized in the fallowing lemma. 
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LEMMA 1.6 For any kJ setting k 1 = ykJ w/Jere y < 1 is determined by 
given dat~ one of t/Je following is true: 
1.J I Kk I ) &0 (-lilKkl 
C1 (inf u/k 1 )q H -ii) IKkl ( - C (inf u/k)q Q+ Q+ 
IKkl ,.,.,.) > ( 
w/Jere C 1 and q are determined by given data and & , ~ > ~ from 
Lemma 1.4 
Now tn the event that 11 t) holds, one may 1mmed1ately 1nvoke 
Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 to conclude that 
k ( C0 inf u Q+ 
So choosing & 0 sufficiently close to 1, one obtains the desired bound 
through iteration in Lemma 1.6; namely that there exist constants C0 , C, 
and q depending only on n, X, I\, N and the parametres of the 
statement of Theorem 1.3, such that for k > CO i n f u a• 
It now remains simply to apply a lemma on the distribution function 
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of a given function (see, for example, [G.T. 1], lemma 9.7) to conclude the 
desired estimate. As mentioned earlier, the full statement of the theorem 
now fol lows through a routine scaling and covering argument. I 
Combining Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 yields in the usual way the full 
Harnack inequality. 
COROLLARY 1.4 Let Q+ and Q- be as in t/Jeorem I.~ and suppose 
Lu = f e: L" • 1 . T/Jen !/Jere exists a constant C depending only on n, 
>-.., I\, and t/Je parameters in t/Jat t/Jeorem suc/J t/Jat ,r 
u e: W ~ ; ~ ( Q ( e , A ) ) !/Jen 
I would also like to observe that Holder estimates may be obtained 
as in the divergence structure case in e 11 ipt ic theory in [G.T. 1] chapter 8 
with only routine changes. 
1.4 A WEAK HARNACK INEQUALITY FOR QUASILINEAR OPERATORS 
The theorem to proved here is the natural analogue of Theorem g in 
[Tr 1]. As 1n that case, the f ollow1ng structure 1s assumed: 
1.10) B 1 -(b 0 HpH 2 + blpR + cz + g) 
forall(x,t,z,p)e: 0 x (0,M) x Fi" where Mand b0 arenon-negative 
constants and b e: L 2 < "• 1 > ; c, g e: L" • 1 ( 0). Also a is assumed to 
be uniformly parabolic. 
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For BR c O as in section 1, denote for 6 < 1 
B6R + = { II XII < 6A' 6A 2 < t < 0} 
B6 R- = {Uxn < 6A, -R2 < t < (5-l)A2} 
For 6 < ~, the weak Harnack inequality takes the form: 
THEOREM 1.4 Let u e: W~; ! (0) satisfy O ~ u < M, Q[u] ~ 0 in OJ 
and suppose BA c O. T/Jen for some p > O and C > OJ 
w/Jere p and C depend only on n, "o, 1\ 0 , 6, b0 , M, and 
A.llb 2+clll n~1(0) · 
This theorem is not stated in its most general form with respect to 
the two sets B6 R + and B6 R -, but the reader can easily see that they may 
be replaced by any cylinders B+ and s- with 
sup{tl(x,t) e: B-} < inf{tl(x,t) e: B+} and such that a+ and B-
are relatively compact in BR. 
Proof of T/Jeorem 1.4: The proof follows the lines of the elliptic case as 
1n [Tr 1 land the l1near parabol1c case. In fact, a s1mple argument may be 
used to deduce this theorem directly from the linear case. However, the 
proof presented here differs in some interesting respects from the linear 
proof. 
The non-linearity and the b term are handled by introducing the 
auxn iary function 
where g0 = UgUL "~ 1 (O)· Clearly {w < 0} = {u > 1 } . The idea of the 
proof is to obtain a bound on the measure in B
6 
- of { u > 1 } in terms of 
inf u. As in the linear case, the first step is to show that if u is B6+ 
large on most of a cylinder, then it is uniformly small (or rather, w is 
uniformly large) on some smaller cylinder. 
LEMMA 1.7 There exists a constant ~ < 1 suc/7 that ,t 
j{x,t) E BR I u = u + g0 ) k }j ) ~IBRI 
!/Jen 
Proof of Lemma I. 7 : Note that u - -k - u satisfies 
A'Jo . · U - Dtu - -A'Jo . · U + Otu IJ IJ 
) B(u] 
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where 
A'J(v] = R1J(x,t,k+g 0 -v,-Ov) 
B[v] = B(x,t,k+g 0 -v,-Ov) 
Thus Theorem 1.2 may be applied to v with N - 1, a
0 
= 0, 
q = 2 ( n+ 1 ) , r = oo, p = 1, to obtain 
sup (k-u) ( c1 f 1BA1-1J(k-u)+ + An/n+lg 0J BpA 
~ inf u) k - c,fl IBA1-1J k-uJ - C1Rn/n+1)g 0 BpA u(k-g 0 
9 inf u) k - C1 kl{u<k}f IBRl- 1 - C1Rn/n+lg 0 
from which the result follows for ~ = 1 - (2C, )- 1. Note that ~ 
depends only on those quantities determining p and C in the statement of 
Theorem 1.4. Note also that 
inf u > (2c)-1(1+go) 
B6R 
sup u < C 
B6A 
Thus tt has been shown that for some f1xed t, and any B
8 
on BpA 
Now I show that if w < C on { U x U < A , t = D} , then w < C,. 
on {Ix R < sR, t = 0} , with C" depending on 8 and d as we 11 as C. 
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Set 
for 1 + d- l (2 & 2_ 1 ) t - II x n 2 ) 0. and extend •Ho be zero elsewhere. 
This is the function used as a comparison function fn section 3. Here it is 
used as a cut-off function. As shown in the last section, for q sufficiently 
large, depending on AO , /\ 0 , & , and d, 
Thus with v = w'I'; 
> ;Cu+g 0 )- 1exp[-b 0 u]{B + (b 0 + (u+g 0 )-1)nijoiuOjuJ + 
+ 2A'Jo;;Djw + wl; 
) -A 0 ;exp[-b 0 u]{(u+g 0 )- 1bl0uf + c + g} + wL, + 
+ (u+g 0 )-1exp[-b 0 u]{(u+g 0 )-l.nijoiu0ju + 2R 1 Joi~Oju} 
where g = g/g 0 . Thus on {v ) O}, 
Applying the max1mum principle, one obtains 
sup {v(x,ci)f UxR < 2&} ( sup v+(x,O) + C" 
from which 
sup {w(x,d)j UxH < &} ( 2q&q-4 (sup w(x,0) + C') 
( C(sup w(x,0) + 1) 
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A simple scaling argument then gives the result. At this potnt it ts 
convenient to switch from baJls to cubes again. It is clear that by choosing 
p fn Lemma 1.7 approprtately, one may conclude that for fixed d > 0, if 
then w < C' on 
Here t and c' depend on the quant 1 t tes tn the statement or the theorem, 
and C., depends a 1 so on d. Now the measure theoret 1 c 1 emma or Kry 1 ov and 
Safonov may be applied. Let 
G = {(x 0 ,t 0 ) + QR I l(x 0 ,t 0 )+QR n {w(O}I) 1;IQRI, 
(x 0 ,t 0 )+QR c Q1 } 
and for K = (x 0 , t 0 ) + QA € G, set 
Then by Lemma 1.6, if 
y = u {KN I K € G} 
then e 1 ther I { w < D } I > t, or I Y I ; t - 1 ( 1 + d) - 1 I { w < O} I . Argu 1 ng as 1 n 
the 11near case, one may choose d sufflc1ent1y smaJJ to conclude that one 
of the fo11owtng holds: 
or 
t) I { w < C" } n Q 1 I > & 0 I { w < 0} n Q 1 I for some fixed & 0 > 1 
10 Thereexistsaba11 B = x0 + {DxU < R} c {lxf < l}such 
that A ) y I { w > 0} n K 1 , -~ for some fixed y > 0, and 
w ( C / on B x { O } . 
In the latter case, the est1mate 1. 11 may be iterated to see that after s 
iterations : 
from which one may deduce 
sup { w ( x, 1 ) j Ix I < 1 } ( -C /log A 
Nowus1ngthefactthat w) -e-boM1og (u+g
0
),thismaybe 
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exponent1ated to g1ve the estimate 
i o· i n f u ( X, 1 ) + g O ) I { u > 1 } n Q 1 I .. 
where ~ depends only on the data of the theorem. Thus either O or fi)' 
holds. Now one may iterate this, replacing u by e-C" u, to finally obta1n 
for any k > 0, 
Kkl{u) k} n Q1 I~ ( inf u(x, 1) + g0 
where K, q> depend on the data of the theorem. From this one may 
conclude the statement of the theorem with 8
6
R + and 8
6
R - replaced by 
( O, 1) + Q2 and Q 1. The full statement then fol lows by standard sealing 
and covering arguments. I 
By the usual arguments, Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 may be combined to 
yteld the followtng Holder esttmate: 
COROLLARY 1.5 Suppose u € W~;: ( O) satisfies Q[ u J = o in o., 
w/Jere Q is uniformly para/Joli~ wit/J I BI ( ( b0 11 p I 2+b Ip I +c I z I +g), 
and t/Jat u ( M in O. T/Jen if BR c 0., for any 6 < 1., 
w/Jere C and d are positive constants depending only on "o, 1\
0
, n, 
b O M , d i am O , u b H L 2 ( n + 1 ) ( 0 ) and n C u L n + 1 ( 0 ) . 
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2, FULLY NONLINEAR UNIFORMLY PARABOLIC EQUATIONS UNDER NATURAL 
STRUCTURE CONDITIONS 
In this chapter, I use the results of the previous chapter to prove 
the class1cal solvab111ty of fully non11near parabo11c equat1ons under the 
so-called Mnatural" structure conditions. These conditions extend those of 
the previous chapter to f u11y non- linear equations, and are the obvious 
analogue of those considered in the elliptic case by Trudinger in [Tr 21. 
The equations to be considered are of the form: 
2. 1 ) F [ u] - D tu = F ( x , t , u , Du , D 2 u) - D tu = 0 
where F is a real valued function on r = o x Fl x Fln x sn with sn 
the n ( n+ 1) /2 dimensiona1 space of symmetric n xn real matrices. The 
operator F - Dt wi11 be said to be uniformly parabolic if there exist 
constants O < AO < /\ 0 such that 
2.2) A0 tr11 ( F(x,t,z,p,r+11) - F(x,t,z,p,r) ( /\ 0 tr11 
for all positive matrices 11· 
The principle results of the chapter are interior estimates for 
smooth so1ut1ons of 2.1) where F sat1sf1es the fo11ow1ng structure 
conditions: 
2.3) F is a concave function of the r-variables 
2.4) IF(x,t,z,p,O)I~ ._. 0 (1+lpl 2 ) for all (x,t,z,p) E UK 
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2.5) lpl. IFPI, IF 2 1, IFxl( f-! 1(1+lpl 2+1rl) foraJl 
(x, t,z,p,r) E UK , r E sn, KE R, where µ 1 = µ 1 (K) E R 
2. 6) IF t I ~ µ 2 C 1 + I r I ) for a J1 ( x , t , z , p ) E OK , r E Sn, K E R , 
where JJ 2 = JJ 2 (K) 
2.7) IFrxl, IFrpl, 1Fr2 1 { JJ3; 
IFPPI' IFpxl, IFpzl, IF 22 l, IF 2 xl, IFxxl~ µ 3 (1+lrl) 
fora11 (x,t,z,p) e: OK, re: sn, Ke: fl ,whereJJ 3 =µ 3 (K). 
In the above conditions, UK = O x (-K, K) x fln and 
OK = O x (-K, K) x {Ip I <K}. These conditions extend those assumed by 
Krylov in [Kr 2]. Once the local estimates are proved, one may conclude the 
classical solvability of the first initial boundary condition problem for 
these equations by invoking the method of continuity in the manner of 
Trud1nger f n [Tr 21 
The conditions above are not all required for each estimate. 
Accordingly, each condition shaJ1 be invoked as it is required. 
The methods employed are genera11y the same as those of [Tr 2], w1th 
the weak Harnack inequality of the last chapter filling the role of the 
correspond 1 ng resu 1 t of Trudi nger [Tr J ]. 
2. I GRADIENT ESTIMATES 
In order to prove the gradient estimate, it is necessary 
to ffrst prove the following Holder estimate: 
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THEOREM 2. 1 Let u e: C3 ' 2 (0) satisfy F [ u] - D tu = 0 in O wit/I 
2.2) and 2.4) /Jo/ding. Tllen 
tf 
2.8) [u] o d. o ( C 
I I 
w/Jere d depends on n , AO ( MO ) , AO ( MO ) , and J-A O (M O ) ., and C 
depends in addition on diam(O) ., w1t/J M0 = luf0.0 . 
' 
Proof· First assume that F is differentiable with respect tor. 
Thenw1th F1J. = Fr .. themeanvaluetheoremimp11es IJ 
2. 8) F ; j ( x , t , u , Du , s ) . D ; j u - F ( x , t , u , Du , 0 ) = 0 
where s = s(x,t) € sn. By the Holder est1mate, Coronary 1.5, for 
any cylinder BA c O and 6 € (0, 1) , 
w1th C and d as speci f1ed in the theorem. For F not differentiable with 
repect tor, a simple approximation argument gives the result. I 
For the interior gradient estimates, F is assumed to be 
once differentiable in r, and to satisfy in addition 2.5). 
THEOREM 2.2 Let u E c~ ' 2 (0) satisfy F(u] - Dtu - O in O wit/J 
2.2), 2.4) and 2.5) /Jo/ding T/Jen 
2.9) [ul' 1.0 ~ C , 
w/Jere C depends on n , AO , AO , J--' 0 , ._.. 1 , MO and d i am ( 0) . 
Proof· Set 
Tl= (R 2+t)R-2(1-UxH 2 .R-2)2 
u= 1Dul 2 =q>(u)u 
where ,p sattsftes 
and set 
o· = 0 n BR ( 0, 0); m = inf u; M - sup u 
W = T)U, W = T)U; 'X = (p 1 .q)-l 
B· = -211- 1F. ·O· ·11 + 2'XF· ·D·u + FP,· I I J I J I J J 
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Repeating almost word for word the calculations of [Tr 2], one obtains on 
theset OR= { (x,t) € O"I w) A-2 J thedifferentialinequa11ty 
-q1{F· ·D· ·w-Otw+B·D·w) ( X'.F,· J·D,·uDJ·u.w + Auw('X2+1) I J I J I I 
where A depends only on n, Ao, A0 , andµ 1 . Consequently, if 
2. 10) osc u = M - m < 1r/2A 
B6A 
then one may choose 
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'X = tan A(z-m) 
to obtain 
F· ·D· ·w - Dtw + B· D· w 1 0 I J I J I I 
in OR. Applying the classical maximum principle thus yields 
fDu(O)f ~ R-l 
provided R < d(O,aO) and 2.10) holds. Combining this with the Holder 
est1mate Theorem 2.1 thus ytelds the desired result. I 
The Holder estimate for the gradient takes the fo11owing form: 
THEOREM 2.3 Let u € C3 ' 2 (0) satisfy F [ u] - D tu - 0 in O wit/J 
2.2), 2.4), and 2.5) /Jo/ding. T/Jen 
ilf 
2. 11) [Du] d. o ( C 
, 
w/Jere d > O depends on n , AO C M 1 ) , /\ 0 C M 1 ) , tA 1 C M 1 ) ; 
M, = I u 1 1 . 0 ., and C depends also on di am(O). I 
Proof· Simply mimicking the elliptic case easily yields, for 
the differential inequality 
F· ·D· ·W± -Otw± ( C(low±1 2 + 1) 
I J I J 
where C = C ( f-' 1 , M 1 , c ) . X O. Now suppose 
B2A = {HxU < 2A} x (-4A2,o) 
and set 
Applying the weak Harnack inequality Theorem 1.1 tow:!:, one obtains 
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where K > O, and C > O depend on n, X0 , A0 , f-' 1 , M 1 , and c. Choos1ng 
c suff1c1ently small, the result follows by standard methods. I 
2.2 TIME DERIVATIVE ESTIMATES 
The estimation of I Dtu IO. O" 1s achieved in a manner similar to , 
* that for the second derivatives 1n [Tr 2]; i.e. [Dtul O d · O" 1s 
' , 
est1mated in terms of Ht = sup IDtul, and then an 1nterpo1ation argument 
O' 
fs used. Since the original equation must be differentiated with respect to 
the time variable, structure condition 2.6) is reqired in addition to those 
used in the preceeding section. The estimate to be proved in this section 
is: 
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THEOREM2,4 Suppose u € C3 ' 2 (0) satisrtes F[u] - Dtu = o in O 
wit/J 2.2), 2.4), 2.5), and 2.6) /Jo/ding. T/Jen 
w/Jere d > 0 depends on n, X0 , and 1\ 0 , and C depends in 
add!! ion on µ 1 , µ 2 , M 1 , and d i am ( 0) . 
Proof: Let 
where u = I Du I 2 and & > 0 is a constant to be chosen. Adding the 
equation differentiated with respect to t to the equation for v yfelds 
+ F · ·D · ·w-
1 J I J 
+ t 
- Dtw- + 2&F;jDiku0jku + FP;Diw- + 
&F 2 u -~F 2 + &Fx Oku ± ~(1+Mt)-1Ft = 0 
Using the structure conditions and Cauchy's inequality thus yields 
+ 2(1+&M 1 2) .~2 .(1+ID2ul) + 
+ &M 1µ 1 (1+ID 2ul 2) + ~µ 2 (1+ID 2ul) 
, (~~, 2 -2&X 0 )ID2ul 2 + C1 (1+&)1D 2ul + 
+ \ 1ow±1 2 
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where C 1 and C2 depend on '"' 1 , f-1 2 , and M 1 . Thus choosing & > ._.. 1 2 /2 'A O, 
it f o 11 ows that 
where C3 depends only on known quantities (and in particular not on Mt). 
Apply1ng the weak Harnack inequality, there exist K and C positive 
depending on 'A. 0 , A0 , and n such that 
where 'P and w± are defined as in the previous sect ion. Summing these 
two 1nequa 1i t f es yie Ids 
Now the Holder estimate for u can be used to see that 
where 
and where f3 is the estimated Holder exponent for v - I Ou 12 and C,. 
depends on & and the cf3 norm for v. Thus 
where o < 1 , f3, C3 and c- depend only on known quant 1 ties. 
Therefore the Holder est1mate is proved; for 5( 1 
DSC DtuC 1 +Mt )-1 \ C( 1 +Mt )5d( 1 +C3A2+cHA~) 
B6A 
where d depends on n, Ao, A0 , and f3, and so 
2.13) osc Dtu ~ C(l+Mt)6d(l+C3 A3+C""Rl3) 
B6R 
To establish an estimate ror IDtul vta 1nterpo1at1on, the Holder 
estimate for u is used. For any function v, define a seminorm by 
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<v>Pd·O - sup (d(x,t;y,s)P+d[v(x,t)-v(y,s)]. l(x,t)-(y,s)ld) 
I 
where the function d is defined by 
d(x, t;y,s) = min (d((x,t),aO);d((y,s),aO)} 
and the sup is taken over al I ( x, t) and ( y, s) inn. The estimate 2.13) 
then yields the further estimate 
for any p > 0. Further, a standard interpolation argument gives the 
inequality 
where 
-[ut;s=sup([u(x, t)-u(y,s)][ I (x, t)-(y, s) IJ-dj (x, t), (y, s)EB
8
} 
Thus choosing p = 2 - d and taking c small, one obta1ns 
and hence the local estimate for Dtu is completed. I 
2.3 SECOND DERIVATIVE ESTIMATES 
The estimates of this section are proved as 1n the elliptic case 
([Tr 2]), with the estimates of the last section being needed 
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as well. As In the last sect1onJ a Holder estimate is proved in terms of the 
second derivative bound, and then the second derivative bound itself is 
obtained by interpolation. Here the concavity condition is required, as well 
as growth bounds on the various derivatives of the operator. The estimate 
to be proved 1 s: 
THEOREM2.5 Let u € Ci ' 2 (0) satisfy F[u] - Dtu - 0 in O wilt, 
conditions 2.2), 2.3), 2.4), 2.5), and 2.6) /Jo/ding. T/Jen 
2. 15) <Du>' d ( C 
w/Jere d > O depends on n, X0 , /\ 0 , and t/Je Htflder exponent for Dtu, 
w/Ji/e C depends in addition on µ 0 , µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 , M 1 , Mt, and 
diam(O). 
Proof· Let y be a fixed unit vector in Fl 0 , and for 0/ c O , set 
H2 = sup ID2ul 
0 
hy c ~(1+0yyu(l+M 2 )-1) 
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Then by differentiating the or1g1nal equat1on tw1ce 1n the d1rect1on y, and 
repeat1ng the calculations of [Tr 21, one obta1ns the d1fferent1a11nequa11ty 
2.15) 
where C depends on n, ._,. 1 , t,J 2 , and M 1. By the lemma of Motzk in and 
Wasov [M.W. 1] (see [G.T. 1] for a simple proof), one may choose directions 
y 1 , y2 , . . . , YN depending only on the ratio /\ 0 /A 0 such that 
N 
F j j = L f3 k Yk i Ykj 
k=l 
with O ( A* ( ~k ( //, where A* and /\._ depend onJy on Ao, /\
0
, and 
n. Further one may assume that the co-ordinate direct ions e 
1 
, • • . , e" 
and the vectors ~( e i ±e j) are included. Thus one has 
fFijDihkDjhk -\FijDiju+liDtu ( CX 0 (ID3ul+(l+M2 )2J 
where u = Lhk 2 
Set 
w - wk - hk + cu , k - 1 , . . . , N 
and combine the last two inequa1f ties to get 
Then by 2.2) and the choice of the Yk, 
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where 
u = Cc--2(1+M 2 2), C C(n \ A M ) r c.. - ,/\o, "o, ~t, ~2, 1 
F1x a cy1 inder B = B2R and define BR+ and BA - as ear11er. Then set 
wkC2) 
- sup w , wk Cl) 
- SUP. W 
B2R BR~ 
Mk(2) 
- sup hk , t\( 1) - SU~ hk 
B2R BR 
mk(2) 
= inf hk , mk< 1) = inf hk 
B2R BR+ 
w(2R) 
- L DSC hk = L ( Mk ( 2) _ mk (2)) , 
B2R 
w(R) = L DSC hk = L ( Mk C 1 ) _ mk ( 1 )) 
BR 
Applying the weak Harnack inequality to Wk ( 2 )-wk g1ves 
where K, C are positive constants depending only on n, \ 0 , /\ 0 . Also 
the r o 1 low 1ng 1nequa Ii ttes are clear 
wk Cs) - wk 
I.I ( 2 ) I.I ( 1 ) 
"k - "k 
) Mk (s) - hk - 2cw(s) ; s = 1, 2 
~ Mk( 2 )- Mk(l) + 2cw(2A) 
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so that one also obtains a corresponding inequality for hk: 
Summing this over k= l yields 
( C{(1+c)w(2A)-w(R)+µR 2} 
To obta1n a reverse 1nequa11ty, the concav1ty of F 1mpl1es that 
Fij(y,s,u(y,s),Ou(y,s),D2u(y,s))(Oiju(y,s)-Diju(x,t) 
( F(y,s,u(y,s),Du(y,s),D2u(x,t)) -
- F(x,t,u(x,t),Du(x,t),D2u(x,t)) + Dtu(x,t) -
- Otu(y,s) 
( ~ 1 (1+M 2 ){1x-yl+lu(x,t)-u(y,s)l+IDu(x,t)-Ou(y,s)} + 
+ IDtu(x,t)-Dt(y,s)I+ ~2 (1+M 2 )ls-tl 
~ (1+M 2 )R(1+M 1+MtR+Mt~M 2 ~+M 2 ) + C(l+Mt)A~ + 
+ ~2(l+M2)R2 
Here the term Mt ~M 2 ~ arises from Lemma 11 .3. 1 of [L.U.S. 1 t where a 
Holder estimate for Ou is derived in terms of Holder estimates for Du 
w1th respect to x and u with respect to t, and the term c0 ( 1 +Mt )A~ 
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comes from the Holder estimate for Dtu from the previous section. This 
expression may be simplified to give 
Fij(y,s,u(y,s),Du(y,s),D2u(y,s))(Oiju(y,s)-Diju(x,t)) 
( C(1+M 2 ) 2R + (1+Mt)C 0 R~ 
where C depends on ._. 1 , M 1 , Mt, and A is supposed to be less than some 
fixed A 0 . 
Now by the choice of the Yk and ~k' 
Fij(y,s,u(y,s),Ou(y,s),D2u(y,s))(Oiju(y,s)-Oiju(x,t)) 
= 2 ( 1 +M2) L ~k ( hk ( y, s )-hk (XI t) 
and so 
L~k(hk(y,s)-hk(x,t)) ( C(1+M 2 )R + (1+Mt)(1+M 2 )- 1C0 R~ 
( C(1+M 2 )R + C0 /R~ 
since from the equation, Mt ( ._.(1+M 2 ) for some }J- Hence for fixed 1, 
where C dependsonthesamequantitiesas Caswell as >-. 0 , /\ 0 andthe 
cl3-Holder constant for Dtu. Consequently, by 2.14), 
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~-K R(h 1-m 1 ( 2)) ( C{(l+c)w(2R) - w(R) + ~R 2 + E(l+M 2 )R + , 
+ CRf3} 
Adding this to 2.14) and summing over l thus yields 
w(2R) ( C{(1+c)w(2R) - w(A) + ~A 2 + C(1+M 2 )A + CR~} 
whence 
w(R) ~ 8w(2R) + {µR 2 + C(1+M 2 )R +CR~+ Ccw(2R)} 
for s = 1 - c- 1. F1na11y, choos1ng c suffic1ently small, one gets 
-
where O < 8 < 1 depends only on known quantities, and not on M2 . 
Applying Lemma 8.23 of [G.T. 1], this yields the desired result; for BR c O, 
and so 
where d and C depend only on n, Ao, /\ 0 and f3 . Thus the follow ing 
estimate is proved: 
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To establish the second derivative bound, the nature of the M2 
dependence is crucial. This bound can now be proved in identical manner to 
that used by Trudinger in [Tr 2], and so is omitted here. 
2.4 SOLVABILITY OF THE CLASSICAL FIRST BOUNDARY 
VALUE PROBLEM 
The estimates of the preceeding three sections allow one to 
conclude the existence of classical solutions of the first boundary value 
problem for cont1nuous boundary data on any doma1n for which the heat 
equation may be smoothly solved for operators satisfying the conditions 
2.1 )-2.6). The argument is virtually identical to that used by Trudinger in 
[Tr 2) for the elliptic case. First the domain and the prescribed boundary 
data are smoothed so that boundary estimates exist to the desired order 
for solutions near the boundary of the heat equation. Then the operator 
F - Dt is smoothly modified near the boundary to be equal to the heat 
operator there. Once these approximations are made, the interior 
est1mates of th1s chapter may be combined with the boundary estimates 
for the heat operator solutions to provide global estimates in 
C2 • d; 1 , d/ 2 (0) for solutions of the approximating equation. Now the 
method of continuity is invoked to establish the solvability of these 
equations. However, the interior estimates used are independent of the 
order of approx1mation, and so by passing to the 11mit, one may conclude 
the existence of a function which solves the equation on the interior of 
the domain. It then remains to observe that a global modulus of continuity 
estimate holds by elementary barrier arguments, and so the function 
created does fndeed satisfy the prescribed boundary conditions. Also
1 
higher regularity estimates follow by the usual bootstrap arguments. 
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All the theorems in the last section of [Tr 2] have natural parabolic 
analogues. In particular, one may conclude the classical solvab11ity of the 
parabolic Bellman equation from stochastic control theory for 
nondegenerate diffussions with stopping at the boundary, and the 
generalization of this equation to fam11ies of quasilinear operators under 
natural structure conditions. Thus one has the following theorems. 
THEOREM 2.6 Suppose o satisfies a uniform exterior cylinder conditio~ 
, € c2 • 1 ( O), F € C2 • d( r) for some d > O, and suppose F satisfies 
2.2), 2.3), 2.4), 2.5), 2.6), and 2.7). T/Jen !/Jere exists a unique solution 
u € c0 , 1 ; 0 , 112 (0) n c4 ,d; 2 ,d 12 (0) oft/Jefirstboundaryvalue 
problem. 
THEOREM 2.7 Suppose O satisfies a uniform exterior cylinder conditio{l 
tp € C2 ' 1 ( O), and t/Jat Qk are quasilinear parabolic operators 
satisfying conditions 2.2), 2.4), and 2.5) uniformly in k., and wit/J tile 
furt/Jer conditions t/Jat nk I J are independent of z., and eit/Jer Bkz are 
uniformly bounded above away from zero., or Bkz( 0 and 
I Bk I ( C ( 1 + Ip I) . T/Jen !/Jere exists a unique solution 
u € c0 , 1 ; 0 • 1 12 (0) n c2 ,f3; 1 •f3 12 (0)., for some f3 > 0., oft/Jefirst 
boundary value problem 
2.5 HOLDER ESTIMATES AT THE BOUNDARY FOR HIGHER DERIVATIVES 
Although they are not necessary for the equat1ons of th1s chapter, 1t 
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is useful for the applications of the next two chapters to have estimates 
for the Holder norms near the boundary of Dtu and o2u. The doma1ns to 
be considered in this chapter are smooth; i.e. I do not consider cyl indr1cal 
domains. However, the estimates for cylindrical domains are easily proved 
(provided the usual compatib111ty cond1t1ons hold) by essent1ally the same 
methods. The cylindrical case is probably of more general interest, but 1 
specifically require the smooth case in the next chapter. The central 
element in these estimates is a version of the boundary regularity lemma 
proved by Krylov 1n [Kr 3]. By s11ghtly mod1fy1ng the proof of Caffarelli, I 
establish this lemma for the domains under consideration. 
Suppose O is a c~ domain in Rn x~+ such that for each 
T > D , Or is simply connected, and such that for ( x, t) € ao and 
t > D, ,: ( x, t) is finite. Then the boundary regularity lemma takes the 
fol lowing form: 
LEMMA 2.6 Let u € W~; ~. loc(O) n c0 (0) be a solution of 
Lu= a'Jo. ·U - Otu - f € L00 (0) in 0 
I J 
u = o on ao 
w/Jere L is uniformly parabolic. T/Jen for ( O, t O ) € ao, and any 
R < RO/ 8 , and 6 E ( O , 1 ] 
l(x,t)I < 5A }, ( - sup1:f3, 
and C and cJ. depend only on n , A , and I\ and AO. 
Proof· First I construct a supersolution for Lon a neighbourhood of the 
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boundary. For ( x, t) e: O, set 
a= d(x,t) = inf llx - yll 
(y,t)EoO 
Consider the function 
"" 
u(x,t) = p-lce-Pd_l) 
By uniform parabolicity, for any t > D, P may be chosen sufficiently 
large so that near ( x, t) e: oO, Lu > D. Now near t = 0, one may 
suppose that oO is given by 
oO = {t - &(x)} 
for some c~ function & > a. Since & achieves its minimum at t - O, 
it follows that for t < s , s sufficiently sma11, 
L(t-&) ( 0 
Now choosing two functions \ 1 ( t) and ~2 ( t) such that 
t,') a and t2' < 0, 
t , C t ) - 1 on t > s ; e 1 C t ) - o on t < s / 2 
t 2 C t ) - D on t > s ; t 2 ( t ) - 1 on t < s /2 
set u = t 1 ( t) u + t 2 ( t) ( & ( x )- t), and observe that 
Lu < 0 
To extend u to the interior of 0, I imitate [C.N.S. 2]. Take g to be a convex 
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c00 function defined on s ~ 0, satisfy1ng: 
g - - 1 for s ( - c ; g ( O ) = O ; g " ( s ) > O for - c < s < O 
and set w = g(u). Then Lw < 0 on {-c/2 ( u ( 0} . Let l; have 
compact support (in the parabolic sense), with ~ = 1 off 
(-t/2 ( u ( O}. Define for some C < O 
Then 
P· ·= C,.s1- + w··+C(,.·x · + l; · x · + (~llxfl2-t)l;· ·) 1] '> J 1] '> I J J I 1] 
and 
Off {-c ( u ( O} onehas 
so Lp < 0 there. On (-c ( v ( OJ, -C may be chosen sufficiently 
sma 11 so that again L p < 0 . Thus I have constructed p such that 
0 = {O < p}; Lp < 0 
Nowbyth1sconstruction,forlarget, Dnp(x,t) - 1, whileforsmall 
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t, Dnp(x, t) = "(-l (x, t) . Then for small t I may expand by a factor '[ 
as follows; set 
Then 
"( = '[ ( o, o) , where ( o, o) € ao, 
0 - {0 < p(x,t)} 
g = "C2g(x/'r,t/"C2) g - p, u 
_,.., 
Lp < -1 
Dnp(O) = 1 - Otp(O) - ~(0) 
Thus it may be assumed that on a neighbourhood of fixed diameter, h.-1 < C, 
and ID pl E ( 1 /2, 3/2). For if the estimate is proved for ~, then the 
estimate for u follows with an additional factor of '[d-1 _ 
Now suppose that u ; 0 on 
BA = { ( x, t) E O J I ( x, t ) I < A } 
and set 
u - u/ p ; BR 8 - { ( x, t) E O f I ( x / , t) I < R, p < 8A } , 
where R < R0 /8, and R0 is chosen so that the conditions of the last 
paragraph are satisfied. Observe that 
Dnu(x, t) = l im v(y,s) .Dnp(y,s) 
(y,s)~(x,t) 
(x,t) E 00 
I now prove the following inequality: 
2. 1 9) i n f ( v ( x, t ) j I ( x' , t ) I < A, p = 8 A} 
( 2( inf v + A-1A.sup lfl] 
B~A,8 8A0 
for some 8 > 0. Normalize so that 
R = 1 ; inf {v ( x, t) f I ( x' , t) I < 1 , p - 8} = 1 
and def 1ne the comparison function h by 
Direct computation shows that 
Lh; -C(1+suplfl) - pfC + 28-~Lp + 2Xo-~suplfl .Lpf + 
+ 2X8-~IDpl 2 + 28-~suplfl. IDpl 2 
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Thus for 8 sufficiently smal1, depending on n, X, and /\, Lh ) f on BA . 
Furthermore on an, h = O; on {p = s} , h = 8 ( 1-1 ( x' , t) I 2) < u; 
and on {I( x' , t) I = 1 } , h < O < u. Hence h < u on B 1 8, and so , 
on B 1 , 8. Therefore on B~, 8 , v ) ~ - A - l sup I f I ; i.e. 
1 ( 2 [ inf v + A -1 sup I f I ] 
B~,6 
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Removing the normalization yields 2.19) as required. 
It is easily seen that v satisfies the parabolic equation 
IJ b 10 D f - 1 Lv - a D; j v + iv + cv - t v = . p 
where b 1 c = p-1 Lp. If I now define 
B+ = {(x,t) f f(x',t)f < A; 6A/2 < p < 36R/2; 0 >t > -R2/4} 
B- - {(x,t) J f(x',t)f < A; 6A/2 < p < 36A/2; -3R2/2 >t > -R2} 
I may apply the weak Harnack inequality of Chapter 1 to obtain 
sup u ( C (inf u + Rn/n+ 1 sup f ff ) 
B- B+ 
~ C(inf {v(x,t) ff(x",t)I = R, p=8R} + Rn/n+lsuplfl) 
( C"( inf u + Rn/n+1 sup lfl) 
BR/2,8 
where C and C., depend only on n , A, A, and the second derivative 
bounds for p. I now remove the restriction u ) 0, and set 
t1 == sup u 
B2R 8 
I 
. 
I m == inf u 
B2R 8 
I 
and apply the above inequality to M - u and u - m to get 
sup 
s-
(v-m) ~ C( inf 
BR/2,8 
( v-m) + Rn/n+ 1 sup If! ) 
M - inf V ( C( inf (M-v) + Rn/n+ 1 sup lfl ) s- BR/2,8 
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and summing these yields 
DSC V ( y( DSC V + CAn/n+ 1 sup !fl ) 
BR/2,8 BA/2,8 
where O < y < 1 and C > 0 depend on n, I\, >-., and lpl 2; 8A I 
0 
With the aid of the foregoing lemma, I will now estabJish Holder 
estimates for the traces of the first time- and the second space-
der1vat1ves on on for solut1ons of non11near un1formly parabol1c equat1ons. 
Note that in the light of the estimates already proved, 1t is sufficient to 
consider operators F depending only on o2u. To this end, I require a 
further restriction on the domains under consideration. Henceforth I wi J1 
suppose that the function e satisfies the following condition: 
2.20) ID&I) &P forsome p > O 
Without this condition, a modulus of continuity estimate is possible; the 
power p ensures that this estimate is in fact a Holder estimate. 
F1rst I est1mate a modulus of cont1nu1ty for Dtu at { t=D} . Note 
that since & takes its minimum at t = 0, o2 & , and hence o2 p, is 
non-negative definite there. Hence sufficiently close to t = O, 
for any fixed c)O. Define u(x) to be the solution of 
2.21) F(v(x)D 2p(x)) - u(x) = ;(x,t) 
Clearly u e: c2 , w 1th derivative bounds depending on those for ;, , p, 
and F, while on {t = p(x) = O}, u = Dtu. Calculating; 
F[up] - u = F[uD2p + p02u + Ou 0 Op + Op 0 Ou] - v 
-
F[vD 2p] - V + a(p+IOpl) 
-
'f'(x,p(x)) + &(p+IOpl) 
-
;(x,t) + &(p-t) + a(IDpl) 
Setting w± = u ± C( to + sup I Op I). (p-t), it follows that 
p<to 
G[w+J I G[u] + C/(t 0 + sup IDpl)) G[v(p-t)J 
p(to 
G[w-J ( G[u] - C/(t 0 + sup IDpl) ( G[v(p-t)J 
p<to 
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for C/ chosen appropriately, independent of t 0 , where G - F - Dt . 
Then stnce 
1t follows that on O 
and so 
u - C(t 0 + sup IDpl)] ( (p-t)-lu ( v - C(t 0 + suplDpl) 
p<to p<to 
Hence 
2.22) IDtu - ul ( C(t 0 + sup IDpl) ( Ct 0 p<to 
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Now for t < O, 
and since I already have an estimate for the C 1 ' 112 - norm of Duu, it 
follows that for C x, t), ( y, s) € ao, 
I Otu(x, t)-Otu(y,s)I ( c(nx-yO+ls-t 1lz) .max{ l't(X, t)I, l't(y,s)f} 
Then from the condition 2.20), one may conclude 
IDtu(x,t)-Otu(y,s)I ( C(Ux-yO + ls-tl~).[1+(min (s,t))-P] 
Combining this with the estimate above in the usual manner yields the 
des1red Holder estimate for the trace of Dtu on ao. 
Turning to the second derivatives in x, I again begin with a 
continu1tyestimateat {t=D} . With u asin2.21),set 
w = u + u(p-t) 
and observe that H [ w] ( x, o) = 0, whfle 
where L is the linearizat ion of F - D t . For C x O , t O ) € ao fixed, suppose 
thatekistangentialto {p(x) = t} at(x 0 ,t 0 ) . Then 
okkw - okku + okk(vp) 
- -Otu.OkkP + vOkkP + 2Dkv.Dkp + pDkku 
so that at ( x O , to ) 
for t O sufficient Jy sma11. Now set 
On oO, g - (Otu - v)Okp, so if I set 
1t fo11ows that on ao 
- 1+d g (x,t) ( Cl(x,t) - (x 0 ,t 0 )1 
while 
Let d be the distance function with respect to an exterior cylinder at 
( x O , t O), and define the barrier 
((x,t) = Cl(x,t) - (x 0 ,t 0 )1 1+d - Ad 1+d + Bd 
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For A sufficiently large, depending on d and the maximum and m1n1mum 
e1genva1ues of the 1ead1ng coeff1c1ent matr1x of L, 
L( < 0 
Now set B = {d < t 0 f3} n 0, so that 
(ld=to~ z Cl(x,t) - (x 0 ,t 0 )1 1+d + t 0 f3(B-At 0 d~) 
(faonB = Cl(x,t) - Cxo,to)l 1+d + d(B-Add) 
Since g ( Ct O d, I have that ( I aB ) g if B > At O IP for some IP > D. 
Thus 
and so 
This completes the estimate at (t=D). It remains to estimate the 
Holder modulus for positive t. Here it is sufficient to imitate the argument 
used for Dtu, again ustng the function p to avoid direct boundary 
flattentng arguments. Thus one obtatns the estimate for the trace of the 
mixed normal-tangential derivatives, and so the equation may be solved to 
obtain the est tmate for the trace of the pure norm a 1 second derivatives. 
The extension of these estimates into the interior is done by the usual 
barrier arguments. 
3, EQUATIONS ARISING FROM SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS OF THE EIGENVALUES 
OF THE HESSIAN MATRIX 
In [C.N.S. 2], Caffarelli, Nirenberg and Spruck studied the classical 
solvability of a class of nonlinear partial differential equations obtained 
by considering symmetric concave functions of the eigenvalues of the 
Hessian matrix o2u. Amongst other results, they proved that for such a 
function F, with some natural conditions pertaining to ellipticity, the 
classical Dirichlet problem 
F ( D 2 u ) = 'fl ( x ) on 0 
u = IP C x ) on ao 
has a unique elliptic solution for smooth functions 'fl > O and IP, and for 
0 belonging to a class of domains naturally defined in terms of F. 
The aim of this chapter is to define and prove the solvability of a 
corresponding problem in the area of parabolic equations for the same 
class of functions F. For a function F defined on the space of (n+ 1 )x(n+ 1) 
real matr1ces. I consider equations of the form 
F(H[u]) - ;,(x,t) 
where for convenience of notation, I shall denote by H [ u J the matr1x 
[
-Dtu 
H[u] = O 
The inspiration for studying this class of equations comes largely from a 
work of Krylov [Kr 1 ], in which he proposes as a natural analogue of the 
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Monge-Ampere equation the equation 
In that paper, Krylov used this operator to prove the maximum principle 
refered to 1n the f1rst chapter. This part1cular equation wi11 be stud1ed in 
more deta11 in the next chapter, where the right hand side wi 11 be allowed 
to depend also on u and Du. 
Most of the arguments required for the results of this chapter 
follow the lines of [C.N.S. 2] very closely, and so for brevity, the reader 
will be refered to that work for the most routine extensions. 
3.1 DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
First the class of functions to be considered must be defined. Let f 
be a real valued function on Fin+ 1 , f = f (" 1 , ... , "", X t) satisfying 
3.1) f is symmetric and smooth in all its arguments 
Also suppose that a positive cone Y c Fin+ 1 is given with vertex at the 
origin and containing the cone {Xi > o ; i = 1 , ... , n+ 1 J and 
symmetric in the" i. Then as extra conditions on f I require 
3.2) of I oA i > o on Y 
3.3) f is concave on Y. 
Note that 3.2) ts simply the requirement that 
is parabolic on those u such that A [ u J E Y, where A• [ u J is defined to 
be the i-th eigenvalue of o2u, and A [ u J is defined to be the n• 1-vector 
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It is also required that F be locally uniformly parabolic; i.e. I shall require 
for some of the estimates that 
{ 
For every C > O and compact K c Y there exists A = A ( C, K) 
3.4) 
such that f (A 1 , ... , An , An+ 1 + A) I C V A E: K 
and 
3.5) f(RX) ) C V X E K 
The next condition controls the behaviour of f near the extremal 
points of the cone Y. 
3.6) 3 ; 0 such that l i m f (X) ( ; 0 
X-+A 0 
V Ao e: oY 
For the inhomogeneous term ; I requtre that 
3. 7) ; E C00 ( 0 ) ; D ( ;, 0 = m i n 'f' ( max ~ = ; 1 ; ;, 0 ) ;, 0 . 
Now I tum to the conditions to be satisfied by the domain O. To 
obtain the most general solvability theorem, it is necessary to consider 
__________________ 
_...111111111111111~"""""""'-..------
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domains which are variable 1n t. To see this, consider the parabo11c 
Monge-Ampere equation of Krylov. It is c1ear that the class of funct_ions on 
which this operator is parabolic is the set of functions which are convex 
in x and decreasing in t. Thus on time-independent domains one can only 
hope to solve such an equation for boundary values which are convex on the 
initial boundary and which decrease with increasing t. The theorems to be 
formulated in this chapter will establish the solvability for arbitrary 
smooth boundary values on a somewhat different class of domains; the 
question for t1me-invar1ant, or cyl1ndr1cal, domains shall be addressed at 
the end of the chapter. 
The domains to be treated w i11 be assumed to be reasonab 1y smooth; 
Le. I do not initia11y consider domains with comers, and so cy1indr1cal 
domains are not included. Note that this means that the usual 
compatibility conditions at the comers do not arise. My first assumption 
is that sufficient1y c1ose to (O, 0) € ao, the surface ao may be 
represented as 
3.8) Xn = p ( X", t) = ~ r Kdxd2 - '[. t + 0 (IX" 13+ t 2) 
d(n 
. . . t ( 0 
where the positive xn -axis ts the interior norma1 to ao with respect to x, 
and Kd are the principle curvatures of ao at ( o, O) with respect to x, 
and'[ is the "time derivative· of ao defined in the introduction. The 
condition tying in the nature of F now becomes 
3.9) V(x,t) e: ao, 3A suchthat(K,, ... ,Kn-t,'t,A) e: Y 
Note that this condition does not make sense where Ki or 't are not well 
defined. I therefore assume that fort suffic1ent1y sma11, ao may be 
represented as 
3.8)' t = & ( X) 
and insist that 
3.9)' & - t is an admissible function 
where the term ·admissible· is defined by the following. 
DEFINITION 3.1 A function u e: C2 ' 1 (0) is called admissible if at 
every ( x , t ) e: 0 , A [ u ] ( x , t ) e: Y 
Note that with this definition, condition 3.9)' is equivalent to the 
requirement that 
A[&-t](O,x) - (&t,(x), ... , &nn(x), 1) e: Y 
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Thus the restrictions on oO take on a purely pointwise form. The following 
lemma may be proved in identical manner to Lemma A of [C.N.S. 2]. 
LEMMA 3.2 Suppose t/Je positive " axes are contained in Y and 
conditions 3.8), 3.8)', 3.9) and 3.9)' /Jold T/Jen oO is connected 
The main result of th1s chapter 1s the obv1ous extens1on of Theorem 
2 of [ C.N.S. 21 
THEOREM 3.3 Suppose conditions 3. 1) - 3.9)' all /Joi~ and that 
'P e: C00 (00). Tllentllereexistsauniqueadmissiblesolution u e: C00 (0) 
..I 
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to t/Je boundary value problem 
3. 10) F[u] = ; ( x, t) in o, u = 'P on oO 
The method of proof is the same as that of Chapter 2; apriori 
estimates are derived for solutions, and then the method of continuity 1s 
invoked. In this case, estimates in C2 ' 1(0) suffice, since such estimates 
imply the uniform parabolicity of the operator, and so the Holder 
estimates of the previous chapter may be applied. The usual bootstrapping 
methods then give the higher regularity in the interior. 
As is usual for elliptic and parabolic equations, the first step in 
proving estimates is a maximum principle. The lemma below is proved in 
the same manner as in [C.N.S. 21 
LEMMA3.4 (MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE) Suppose u isanadmissiblefunctionanc 
u E C2 ' 1 (0)nC(O). Supposealsot/Jatforevery (x,t)E 0, 
X[u] I Y - {X€Y I f(X) )116(x,t)} 
If u ( u on oO, !/Jen u ( u on 0. 
3.2 EXISTENCE OF ADMISSIBLE FUNCTIONS 
The aim of this section is to prove the existence of admissible 
subsolutions of problem 3.10). The method is the same as that used in 
S 2.5 . Throughout this section., I assume that the boundary of the domain 
satisfies conditions 3.8), 3.8)', 3.9), and 3.9)'. Assuming (0, t 0 ) E oO, 
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and us1ng the representat 1on 3.8), one has at CO, t O ) 
-'{ 0 . . . 0 
0 K 1 0 H[d] = 
. 
0 0 . Kn-1 0 
0 0 0 
-
Set v = p-1 ( e-Pd - 1 ) , where P is to be chosen sufficiently large. At 
(0, t 0 ): 
-'t 0 . . . . . 0 
,.., ,.., 0 K 1 0 
H[v] 
-
-H[d] + PO·dO ·d 
-1 J , 
. 
0 0 l(n - 1 0 
0 0 . . . 0 
and so by 3.9), for P suff1c1ently large, A [ v] ( o, t O ) e: Y. Now d 1s C2 • 1 
on a neighbourhood of ao n { t > c} for any c > o, wh11e for c 
suffic1entlysmall,andt<c, onehasfrom3.9)' that &(x) - tis 
adm1ss1ble. Now choos1ng two funct1ons t 1 ( t) and t 2 ( t) such that 
~ 1 / ) 0 an d ~ 2 / < 0 , w i th 
~ 1 ( t) - 1 on t > 8; ~ 1 ( t ) - D on t < 8 /2 
~ 2 ( t ) - 0 on t > s ; ~ 2 ( t ) - 1 on t < s / 2 
set v = t 1 (t)v + t 2 (t)(e(x)-t), andobservethatonoO, A[v] fs 
contained in a compact subset of Y. Thus on some neighbourhood N of oO, 
A [ v] remains in a compact subset of Y. To extend v to the interior of 0, I 
again imitate [C.N.S. 2]. Take g to be a convex C00 function defined on 
s ( 0, satisfying: 
g = - 1 for s ( - c ; g ( O ) - O ; g ' ( s ) > O for - c < s < O 
and set w = g(v). Then X[w] € Y on (-c/2 ( v ( 0), and 
x [ w J e: Y on N. Let e have compact support ( 1 n the parabo 11 c sense), 
w1th t=l off (-c/2 ( v ( OJ. Def1ne 
Then 
PI.J. =- C~6· · + W· · + C(~·X · + ~ ·X· + (l;Hxu2-t)~· ·) IJ IJ I J J I IJ 
and 
Off (-c ( v ( D} onehas 
so X(u] e: Y there.On (-c ( v ( 0},Cmaybechosensufficiently 
sma 11 so that again X [ u J € Y. Thus for 'P = O, there exists an 
admissible function. To obtain an admissible function with general 
boundary values ~, set u = Ap + 'P, and choose A sufficiently large 
(as in the argument in [C.N.S. 2]). Since F [ pl 1s bounded away from zero, 
choosing A large yields the existence of admissible subsoJutions for 
general boundary values. 
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3.3 GLOBAL ESTIMATES 
In this section, I deal with global C2 • 1 estimates in terms of the 
boundary estimates of the next section. The arguments are standard 
applications of the maximum principle, and follow the lines of [C.N.S. 21. 
First note that any solution of the equations under consideration is a 
subsolution of the corresponding heat equation with the same boundary 
data; te. 
3. 1 1 ) tJ u - D t u ) 6 > O on O 
This follows from 3.1 )-3.7) in exactly the same manner as in the elliptic 
case. Thus setting v to be the solution of 
3. 12) f on n 
on an 
and taking u to be the subso1ution constructed in the last section, it 
f o11ows that 
u, u, u on n 
u = u = u = ~ on ao. 
Therefore the following estimates are immediate: 
3.13) sup lul ( C 
0 
3. 1 4) s
0
rf ID u I ( C 
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3. 14) and 3. 15) are now used to provide global estimates. Using the once 
differentiated equation and the concavity off, one gets the inequalities 
where C depends on the first derivatives in x and t of ; , and L is the 
lfneartzed operator 
Thus the functions C(u-u) ± u j and C(u-u) ± u t take their maxima 
on oO. 
To handle the second derivatives in x, suppose y is a unit vector in 
~n, and differentiate the equation twice in the direction y: 
Luy= ;y 
Luyy 1 ;yy 1 -C 
where the inequality comes from the concavity assumption. Then as above, 
one obta1ns that C(u-u) + uyy takes its maximum on ao; i.e. 
I 
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j 
where C now depends on sup 102ul. Combining this with the original 
JO . 
equation and the estimate for IDtul , I conclude that 
-u \ (n-1)C yy 
and hence 
3.4 BOUNDARY ESTIMATES FOR SECOND DERIVATIVES 
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I present here the estimate for the mixed pure-tangential second 
derivatives on the boundary, using a slightly simplified version of the 
proof given in the elliptic case by Caffarelli, Nirenberg and Spruck. 
Following that,I estimate the pure normal second derivative, again using a 
simplified version of the proof of [C.N.S. 21 The main element in the 
simplification of the proof lies in a more explicit use of the subsolution 
constructed in section 3.2 . Thus from section 3.2 one may assume as given 
a function p = p(x,t) such that pis admissible, with apriori bounds on 
its derivatives up to third order in x and second order in t, and such that 
3.16) F[p]) 1 
Note that the purely tangential second derivatives may be estimated via 
the rormula 
J 
--------------~------------~ 
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since from the previous sections, there exists a constant C such that 
In fact it is this last property which allows the simplification in the proof 
of the mixed derivative estimate. 
By the rotation invariance with respect to x of the operator F, 
L(x·D · - x·D·)u - (x·D· - x·D·); I J J I I J J I 
Fix a point ( x 0 , t O ) e: an; by rotation and translation, one may suppose 
that (x 0 , t 0 ) = (0,0), and that Odtp(0,0) = tp(0,0) = 0 . Define an 
operator T by 
where e" is the inner unit normal to an at ( 0, 0) with respect to x, and 
ed is some fixed tangential direction. Now 
and so 
n 
IL(T(u-u))I ( Co(l+ LFu .. - Fu ) 
. 1 II I= 
where here C0 depends on third derivative bounds for u, second 
derivative bounds for p, and first derivative bounds for ;. 
Since p is admissible, there exists 8 > O sufficiently sma11 so 
that 
w(x,t) - p(x,t) - S(OxB 2-2t) 
fs also admissible, and such that F[w] > l;. Choosing A sufficiently large, 
F[Aw] , C. Therefore by the concavity of F 
and so 
C ( F [Aw] ( F [ u] + L ( Aw-u) 
L(Aw-u)) C - ~ > C' 
L(Aw - u + 1iAS(NxU 2-2t)) ) C' + AsCLFu .. -Fu ) 
" 
Hence if A is chosen sufficiently large, 
l[Aw + l;A8(Dxn 2-2t) - u ± T(u-u)J; 0 
and so Aw + l;As (Uxa 2-2 t) - u ± TC u-u) takes 1ts maximum on ao . 
I now show that for A suff1c1ently large, th1s max1mum 1s zero. F1rstly 
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= Pn(x,t)Od(u-u) + (pn(O)-pn(x,t))Od(u-u) -
- pd(x,t)00 (u-u) + (pd(x,t)-pdd(O)xd)0 0 (u-u) + 
+ pdd(O)xnOd(u-v) 
Now since Op is proportional to O ( u-u) on oO, the term 
Pn ( x, t) Od( u-u) - pd( x, t )On ( u-u) vanishes there, and Od( u-u) may 
be estimated by C. ID dpl. Thus on ao, 
lTCu-u)I ( Clp"(O)-p"(x,t)I.IOdp(x,01 + pdd(O)x"IOdp(x,t)I + 
+ r pd ( x, t )-pdd ( 0) xd I . I on ( u-v) I 
Since p ,. O on 00, A may therefore be chosen sufficiently large, 
depending on Jy on derivative bounds on p up to third order 1n x and second 
order in t so that A(w + ~s (Ix 12-2 t)) ( ± T( u-u) on 00. Finally, since 
u = IP on an, and o13 q>(O) = ~(O) = o for aJJ f3 < n , ft 
f oJJows that sup u ( C ( U x U 2_2 t), and so the estimate of the m1xed ao 
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tangential-normal second derivatives is complete; Le. I have shown that 
IDnT(u-v)(D)I = lpn(O)On(u-v)dl ( ADnp(O) 
~ Ondu(O) (A+ IDndv(O)I 
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To estimate the pure normal second derivative, I prove that the 
equation is 1n fact un1formly parabolic, by estab1ishing bounds from below 
on the tangential second derivatives. By subtracting a linear function 
from ~, one may assume that o, ( O) = O. Observe that then 
Dd~(u-,)(0) - Dnu(O).(D 0 p(0))- 1Ddf3p(O) 
Dt(u-,)(0) - Dnu(O).(Dnp(0))- 1Dtp(O) 
Let Y' be the projection of Yonto the first n coordinates. If Y' is all of 
~n, then the bounds already established allow Dnnu(O) to be solved for. If 
not, then set 
s 0 = sup {s E fl f H[,J + sH[p] E oY'} 
..., 
where H is the ·reduced" Hessian: 
; d,f3 = 1,2, ... , n-1 
My aim is to show that Onu(O). (Dnp(O) )- 1 1 s 0 + c for some fixed 
c > 0. For 1f this is so, then the projection of A"[u] of X[u] onto Y' 
1 ies in a compact subset of Y ', from which the desired bound may be 
.... 
" 
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deduced. To s1mp11fy ca1cu1at1ons, set 
g - p, u, tp 
where tt = tt ( 0). Clearly g satisfies the same bounds on its first 
t-derivative and second x-derivatives as g itself does, while Pn ( O) - - 1 
Nowthereexistsa 8 > O suchthat p - 8(lzUxU 2-t) 1sadmissib1e. 
Define a set of orthonormal vector fields bd(x, t) such that bd is 
orthogonal to D(p - 8(l;lxl 2-t)) and bd(O) = ed. Thesemaybe 
supposed to be C-. ' 2 (N) in some neighbourhood N of CD, 0), with 
derivative bounds depending only on the second and higher derivatives 1n x 
,.., ,., 
and f 1rst and higher der1vat 1ves 1n t of p, while N may be assumed to 
contain a neighbourhood of the form: 
Nh = {(x,t) J p(x,t) - 8(l;lxB 2-t); -h} 
forsomefixedh.Since X'[q>](O) + s 0 X'[p](O) € oY',thereextstsa 
supporting hyperplane for Y' at X' [ ~] ( 0) + s 0 X' [ p] ( O) ; i.e. there 
exist positive numbers JJ 1 , . . . , JJ" _ 1 , JJ t such that 
and such that 
JJt(Xt[~] + s 0 Xt[p]) + [._,d(Xd[cp] + s 0 Xd[p]) - 0 
d 
I define a degenerate parabo lie operator [ on N by 
..I 
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. . 
Lg= Lf-'dbd 1 (x,t)bdJ(x,t)Oij9 - f-ltOtg 
As in the e11iptic case. if Lg < O then g is not admissib1e. Now 
where m is a linear funct1on in x, with bounds on its coefficients depending 
- -on the third x-derivat ives of ~ and p and on the derivative bounds for 
bet" 
Defining 
w - ~ + s 0 p - ([p(O) + 8)- 1m(x)p 
it is clear that 
Also, 
[[~ - sc,1x1 2-t)J 2 - [~ - sc,uxu 2-t)].[[~ - sc,1xu 2-t)] 
( C[p - 8(1iffxU 2-t)] 
where C derives from the adm issibi 1i ty of p - 6 ( l; n x ft 2- t) . Thus for M 
sufficient 1y large, 
- - -on N. Further, on an n Nh, p - O and so 
wh11eon {[p - s(l;HxU 2-t)J = -h}, onehas 
w + M[P - S(\Bx8 2-t)J 2 ) ~ + [s 0 - ([P(o) + s)- 1m(x)JP -
- Mh[p - 6(l;Uxff2-t)] 
) f + (s 0 -Mh)p + 6Hh(l;lx1 2-t) + 
+ o(HxU 2-t) 
and so choosing M sufficent1y 1arge, depending on h, s
0
, 6, and the 
constant from o(I xi 2-t), it fo11ows that 
and so for C large as in Section 3. 1, 
on o(Nh n 0) . Consequently, for c sufficiently small, 
F(w + M[p - 8(l;lx1 2-t)]2 + cp) (; 
Applying the estimates from the previous chapter now yields a11 the 
remaf nfng estimates requf red. 
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3.5 INITIAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
To complete this chapter, I wish to make some simple observations 
regarding time invariant domains. Firstly, as noted in the last chapter, 
given the natural compatibility conditions, estimates at the boundary 
follow the same lines as used here. Thus, if the cone Y includes the 
projection of the usual strictly positive cone onto ~n. then there will 
exist solutions to the given problem on some time invariant domains. The 
main exception to this is of course the parabolic Monge-Ampere equat1on 
of Krylov. To formulate this more precisely; 
THEOREM 3.2 Suppose O is of t/Je form 00 x ( O, T) w/Jere 00 0 satisfies 
( K 1 , ... , Kn- 1 , 0) € Y,. , and suppose !/Jal cp satisfies 
o2f(.,O) e: Y' 
( K 1 , . .. , ec" _ 1 , - ... o t cp) e: Y.,. on 000 for some positive I-' 
F[~] = 'fl on ao O x { t = o } 
T/Jen t/Je first boundary value problem is solvable in C2 , d; 1 , d/2 (0) 
4. THE PARABOLIC tPNGE-AMPERE EQUATION 
This chapter is devoted to the study of the parabolic .. Monge -
Ampere" equation first considered by Krylov in [Kr 1]. This equation takes 
the form: 
4. 1 ) - D t u . de t D 2 u - f ( x , t , u , Du ) 
In [Kr 1 ], Krylov studies this equation on cylindrical domains with zero 
boundary values and with the right hand side depending only on x and t . 
There he proved results relating to the existence of "generalized 
solutions ... while in subsequent work ([Kr 2], [Kr 3]) he proved further 
results for classical solvability. A related problem, that of the evolution 
of convex surfaces with velocity proportional to Gauss curvature, has been 
studied by Tso [Ts 21 The problem I deal with here is to extend the main 
resu~ts known for the classical solvabi11ty of the Dirchlet problem for 
Monge-Ampere type equations in the elliptic case to equation 4.1 ). In 
particular, I extend the results on classical solvab11ity to be found in 
[G.T.1], the local second derivative estimate of Trudinger and Urbas 
[Tr.U. t], and some or the results to be found tn the Ph.D. thes1s of John 
Urbas [Ur I ]. 
The domains to be considered again include both cylindrical domains 
and smooth domains. The latter case wf 11 again be dealt with first. The 
central reason that this equation is approachable is that local estimates 
are possible. This is in contrast to the case with the other equations 
covered in the last chapter, where to my knowledge no method of proving 
local estimates for second derivatives 1s known. These local est1mates are 
proved by a direct adaptation of the argument of Pogorelov [P.1 J for zero 
boundary values. Thus for theorems on the existence of solutions, the 
.. ------------~~~~~~=============:::...----· 
operator may be modified near the boundary to an operator for which the 
boundary estimates of the last chapter hold, and then an approximation 
argument gives the result. 
4. l SECOND DERIVATIVE ESTIMATES 
This section contains the central second derivative estimates 
analagous to those presented 1n [G.T. 1] and [T.U. t] for the e11tpt1c case. 
First notice the following simple facts about the determinate function; 
Set 
where y is some unit vector 1n An. Clearly 
-lo W · ·W 
I J -
20 o -10 - 20 o 
= w ;w jw + ~ ij~ - ~ i~ j~ + 
+ ~OkuOijku + (Oyyu)- 1oijyyu -
- (Oyyu)-2Diyyu0jyyu 
s ~-lot~+ ~OkuOtku + (Oyyu)- 1Dtyyu 
Using the twice differentiated equation, 
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42) (ffeXp[\1310ul 2J)-l[Otw + Otuuijoijw] 
- Oyyu(T'f-lOtff + OkuOtku) + Oyyu0tuuij[w-2D;w0jw + 
-1o - 20 D D D O D + fl ijfl + fl ;fl jfl + f3 iku jku + f3 ku ijku -
- (Oyyu)-2D;yyu0jyyu] + OtuDYY[log f(x,t,u,Ou)J + 
+ (Otu)-1(otyu)2 - OtuFij,klOijyuDklyu 
At a maximum for w, ( y0 , s0 ) say, the gradient of w is zero and hence 
and so at ( y O , so ) 
4. 3) 0 ( 0 yy u [ 'l - l ( 0 t1l + 0 t u U i j O ; j 'l ) - 'l - 2 0 t u U i j O ; T'f O j 'l + 
+ f30tu.~u] - Otu(Oyyu)- 1F;j0iyyu0jyyu + 
+ f30tuDyyuDkuDk[log f(x,t,u,Ou)] + 
D O [ f( 0 )] 0 Uikujto o + tu yy log x,t,u, u + tu ijyu klyu 
( 'l-loyyu(Ot'l + Otuuijoij'l) - Otu·'l-luijO;IJOj'lOyyu + 
+ f30tu-~u.Oyyu + f30tu0yyu0ku[(log f)Piolku + 
+ (tog f) 2 0ku + (log f)t] + Otu[(log f)P;Oiyyu + 
+ (log f)PiPjD;yuDjyu + 2(log f)P; ,zD;yuDyu + 
+ 2 (log f) pi , t O i Yu + (log f) 2 Dyyu + 
+ (log f) 22 (0yu) 2 + 2(log f) 2 ,t0yu + (log f)tt] 
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1 ( U'Jo ) D -luiJ·o D D ( q- Oyyu Otq + Otu ijq - tu.q iq jq yyu + 
+ ~Dtu.~u.Oyyu - Dtul(log f)ppl ID2ul2 -
- Otul02ul[~IOul 2l(log f) 2 1 + ~IOul l(log f)tl + 
+ 21Dul l(log f)p,zl + 2l(log f)p,tl + l(log f)
2
1]-
- DtuDYYu(tog f)Pirr- 1D;rr - Dtu[l(log f)
22
11Dul 2 + 
+ 21 (log f) z t 11 Du I + (log f) t t] 
I 
For the global estimate, take rr - 1 in the above, and divide through 
by Dtu, to obtain at (y 0 , s 0 ): 
where C depends on o2 (log f) and I u 11 0 . Thus choosing I 
f3 > l(log f)PPI, anesttmateforo
11
ufo11ows: 
THEOREM 4.3 Suppose I 1 og f I , ID ( 1 og f) I , and I o2 ( 1 og f) I are 
bounded by a constant CO at u. T/Jen 
w/Jere C depends on C0 and sup I Ou I 
0 
To obtain the inter1or est1mate, the cut-off funct1on ri must be 
constructed so that the term Lq does not cause a problem. In the case of 
zero boundary values, one may take ri = u .. as ts seen in [G.T. 1]. For 
inhomogeneous boundary values, a related funct1on 1s used in [T.U. 1]. It 1s 
this latter construction that I now extend to the parabolic case. 
Firstly, let u(x, t) be the convex decreasing hull of the boundary 
values IP ( x, t) bn , which is defined in the obvious way analogous to the 
construct ion in Chapter 1. It is easily seen, by similar arguments to 
[Tr.U. 1], that u e: cCl, 1 ;O, 1 )(0) n cCD, 1 ;O,lz)(O) . Now fix 
O' cc O; o = d(O',oO); O'' = {(x,t) e: o fd(x,t) > ~o}; 
O'""= {(x,t) e: 0 fd(x,t) > 8/4} . 
Toestimateinf (u-u), let(x 0 ,t 0 ) e: O"", s > 0, 0 / ., 
and set 
Then 
where M = sup I o2u I . From convexity, sup I Ou I ( as-11 u IO. 0, and so O'"" O'"" I 
inf f ( x, t , u, Du) ; c > 0 
O""" 
Thus I may choose 6 sufficiently small to conclude that 
inf (u-u) ; (o/4)2 0,,, 
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Setting 
~ - ~c - u - u - c; Oc - {(x,t) E Of~ (x,t) > D} 
and taking c = ~6 ( 8/4) 2 , it f o11ows from 4.3) that O" "cc Oc , while 
d(O c, ao) may be estimated from be low in terms of c, I Ou IO. 0 , and a J 
modulus of continuity of u at ao. Consequently one may estimate 
sup ( I o C 1 a g f ) I , I o 2 C 1 a g f ) I ) ( c ; 
oc 
inf f) C" > 0 
oc 
where C, C" depend on n, I u I O. 0 , I 'PI 2 1 . 0 , O, d CO" , ao) , f , I I I 
and the modulus of continuity of u. 
In order to use this estimate, I return to 4.3), and suppose that y is 
a coordinate direction with w at a maximum with respect toy as welJ as 
( x, t) to get at ( y O, s O ) 
U I JO · · 'l - U I JD · · u - U I JO · · u ) -n 
I J I J I J 
rr- 1.(Dtu)- 1ot'l = -rr- 1 + CrrDtu)-lotu) -rr-1 
'l- 1okuok'l = 'l- 1okuOku - 'l- 1 ,ou1 2 ; crr- 1 
Replacing these inequalities in 4.3) and dividing through by Dtu, 
D) ~(Dyyu) 2 - C(Dyyu) 2 - C'(l+~)(l+~-l)oyyu - C'' 
so choosing f3 > l;C, it follows that 
Thus I have established the following local estimate: 
THEOREM 4.4 Suppose t/Je quantities in t/Je assumptions of t/Je last 
t/Jeorem are locally bounded T/Jen 
w/Jere c depends on d(O', ao), f, o, I q> 12 1. 0 and a modulus or 
' ' 
continuity for u on 0. 
4.2 TIME DERIVATIVE ESTIMATES 
Th1s short section 1s devoted to t1me der1vattve estimates. There 
are three estimates to be proved. Firstly, a global bound on the time 
derivative in terms of a boundary estimate is shown, then a bound away 
from zero, and finally an estimate local with respect to t. The first of 
these is necessary for the direct application of the method of continuity, 
wh11e the second 1s necessary for the global second der1vat1ve estimate. 
The third estimate a11ows one to use approximation arguments to prove 
the solvab11ity of problems not immediately amenable to the method of 
continuity. The estimate in terms of the boundary estimate is a simple 
appl1cation of the classical maximum principle. 
THEOREM 4.5 Suppose f 2 ) D, and (log f) t \ C. T/Jen 
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Proof: Differentiating the equat1on w1th respect tot gives 
4.4) Dttu + Dtuu 1Joijtu - [(log f)P;Ditu + (log f) 2 Dtu + 
+ (log f)t] .Dtu 
Simply using the classical maximum principle (see, for example [L.U.S. 1], 
Theorem 1.2.1 for the cylindrical case) yields the result. I 
Multiplying 4.4) through by ek t and setting v = ek totu one has 
4. 5) D t V + D t u u I J D i j V - D t u ( l O g f ) p i D i V + [ ( l O g f ) z D t u + 
+ (log f)t + k]v 
Choosing k sufficiently large that (log f) 2 0 tu + (log f) t + k > 0 
one sees that at a maximum for v one must have v > 0, which is 
impossible. Thus v does not attain an interior maximum, and so the 
following estimate is established. 
THEOREM 4.6 Suppose I (log f) 2 I and I (log f) t I are bounded by 
some constant CO . T/Jen 
w/Jere k depends on I D t u I O . 0 and CO • , 
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The estimates on the boundary for Otu depend on the barrier 
constructions for the gradient estimates in the case of the non-cylindrical 
domains, and are obtained directly from the boundary data in the case of 
cyl indrica1 domains. 
The local estimate may be proved under various structure 
conditions. Let & ( t) be some given negative decreasing function, and 
suppose that ; ( x) is a uniformly concave function. Then with g = log f 
and 
L&ut - &Lut + &'ut - &ut(9t + gzut + 9piD;tu) + &'ut 
- ut[&' + &(gt+gPiD;tu) + &gzut] 
L~ - utLJ'Joij~ ( Cuttr[U] 
( Cut(det U)l/n - -C(-ut)(n+l)/n _f-1 
Considering the first of these equations, if one has the condition 
4.6) g2 ) )J ) 0 
then at a maximum for & u t one could conclude that 
. 
ut(x,t)) )J- 1c-&- 1e' - 9t)(x,t) 
from which one has the estimate 
In the event that 4.6) doesn't hold, one may add k times the 
inequality for 1J1 to the equation for &ut to obtain at a maximum for 
Thus if IO f I ( C at u, then one has the estimate & u t ( C. 
4.3 LOWER ORDER ESTIMATES 
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Estimates for I u IO and I Ou IO are proved here by simple 
comparison arguments. In the case of the gradient bound, for the 
cylindrical case the argument is taken directly from the barrier argument 
used in the quasilinear elliptic case in [G.T. 1]. For admissible domains, the 
gradient bound is proved by a simple modification of that argument. The 
latter case allows for a power of the gradient one h1gher than the 
cylindrical case, which is important, since in this situation the time 
derivative estimate depends on the gradient bound, while in the cy1indrica1 
case it is immediate from the given boundary data. 
THEOREM 4. 7 Suppose f z ) O . T/Jen !/Jere exists a constants k and 
k" depending only on I f IO, D t <P, and o2; suc/J t/Jat 
Proof: Set w = ,p + k1f' - k"t, where k 1s so large that this is 
admissible. Clearly 
F[w] - -Otw det o2w - f(w] 
- k'.det D2(f+kf) - Ot(~+kw).det D2(~+k,) - f(w] 
; k "kn . C - f ( x, t , w, Of + k 01J1) 
and so choosing k" sufficiently large, one has 
F[w] 1 0 
and the maximum principle gives the result. I 
THEOREM 4.8 Suppose fl is a cylindrical domairt and f sat /sf/es t/Je 
structure condition 
0 ( f(x,t,z,p) ( ~(fzl)d~lpfd 
for all ( x, t) E: N a nelg/Joour/Jood or oO, z E: A, Ip r > µ ( I z I ) , 
1-1 a nondecreasing runctlort ~ = d - n - 1 > D. Suppose also t/Jat ~ 
sat1fles 
~t(x,t) < µ' < O 
T/Jen 
sup IDul ( C 
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-w/Jere C depends on n , f-' , f-' " , f3 , N , 0 , I u I O . 0 , and I 'P I 1 . 0 . I I 
Proof: Simply apply an identical argument to that of Chapter 17 of 
[G.T. 1]. I 
THEOREM 4.9 Suppose O is an admissible domai~ and f satisfies t/Je 
structure condition 
0 ( f(x,t,z,p) ( µ(lzl)df3lpla 
for all ( x, t) E N a neig/Jbour/Jood of aO, z E fl, Ip I ) f-' ( I z I ) , 
f-' a nondecreasing functio~ f3 = a - n - 2 ) O. T/Jen 
sup fDul ( C 
.., 
w/Jere C depends on n, i-i, f3, N, 0, I u IO. 0 , and I ip I 1 . 0 . 
' ' 
Proof: Consider the function 
; = C.log(1 + k(At - lxft2)) 
Now one may choose A large, and translate the domain 0, so that 1f1 is the 
defining function of an exterior parabola at the given boundary point 
(x 0 , t O ) . I define a barrier w by 
w = q> - • 
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Calculating easily yields near (x 0 , t O), 
Thus choosing C sufficiently sma11, for A fixed, it follows that w is a 
subsolution of the original equation. Then choose k large so that w lies 
below u on the boundary of some neighbourhood of (x 0 , t O ) . The 
comparison principle then gives the desired result. I 
To obtain a more general existence result in the cylindrical case, 
since the time derivative on the lateral boundary is given directly by the 
boundary data., the fo11owing Holder estimate is useful. 
THEOREM 4. 10 Suppose fl is a cylindrical domai~ and f satisfies t/Je 
structure condition 
0 ( f(x,t,z,p) ( j-J(lzl)d~lpld 
for all ( x, t) E N a neig/Jbour/Jood of ao, z E Fi, Ip I I J-J ( I z I ) , 
J-J a nondecreasing functio~ ~ = d - n - 1 ) O. T/Jen 
lu(.,t)l>..·O ( C 
, t 
w/Jere C and >.. depend on n , J-J , , j-J , f3 , N , o , I u I O . 0 , and I <p I 1 . 0 I I 
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Proof: Suppose ; is the defining function for 0 0 . Then I def1ne a 
barrier by 
w(x,t) = ~ - C(1+t);(x)A 
Then since d is comparable to;, on a neighbourhood of the boundary one 
obtains 
Now 1f A 1s fixed, then C may be chosen sufficiently large so that in N, 
Then one obtains 
Thus as long as y > (n+1-d)A + d - n + p, it will follow that w is a 
barrier for the equation on N n { 'ft < 8} if C and 8 are chosen so 
that sP- 1 en+ 1 -d > C 1 , where C 1 depends on A and known data. To 
ensure that w lies below u , it is also necessary that Cs~ > I u I 0. 
These last two inequa11ties are satisfied for C sufficiently large and 
o = (lul 0/c) 1/A if (ford> n+1 ) 
A< (p - 1)/(n + 1 - ci) 
I 
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A Holder estimate for u with respect to t is also easny 
estab11shed once a grad1ent bound 1s known. To see th1s, consider the 
function 
Clearly 
F[;J - (R-lxl 2). 1/(n+1).t-n/(n+1)_2ntn/(n+1) 
- 2n(n+1)- 1 .(R-Uxl 2) 
Thus by choosing A large, and multiplying 'Ji by a sufficiently large 
constant, it follows that; is a subsolution of the equation. Moreover, by 
subtracting u(O,O) + Du(O,O) from u,onemayassumethat 
u(D) = ;CD) and ul 0o ) ;f 00 . Hence I have established an estimate 
for the C 11 "~ 1-norm of u with respect to t. 
4.4 CLASSICAL SOLVABILITY 
Combining all the forgoing estimates allows me to formulate some 
theorems asserting the classical solvability of the first boundary value 
problem for the parabolic Monge-Ampere type equation under reasonable 
structure cond1t1ons. The fo11ow1ng theorems may be proved by a 
combination of the method of continuity and approximation arguements in 
exactly the same way as the elliptic case presented in [G.T. 1] and [U 1]. 
Note that the boundary estimates for second derivatives are exactly as in 
the last chapter in the case of admissible domains, while the proof of the 
e111ptic case carries over immediately for cylindrical domains when one 
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has a uniform bound away from zero for the time derivative. In the case of 
cylindrical domains without a bound away from zero on the time derivative 
of the boundary data, one may use the estimate of Theorem 4. 10 to . 
conclude that classical solutions exist with a uniform Holder estimate. 
THEOREM4.10 Suppose o isa C2 admissibledoma,~ 'P € c2 , 1 (0)., 
and f is a positive function in C2 (0 x 11 x 11n) satisfying f z ) O 
and t/Je structure condition of T/Jeorem 4 9 T/Jen t/Je classical first 
boundary value problem /Jas a unique convex decreasing solution in 
c2,1(0) n c0,1;0,1/n+1(0). 
THEOREM 4.11 Suppose O is a C2 cylindrical doma,~ cp e: C2 , 1 (0) a 
un1formlyconvex function wit/J Otcp < -c < 0., and f is a positive 
/unction in C2 (0 x ~ x ~n) satisfying f z ) D and t/Je structure 
condition of T/Jeorem 48 T/Jen tile classical first boundary value problem 
/Jas a unique convex decreasing solution in 
C2 , 1 (0) n c0 , 1 ; 0 , 1 In+ 1 (0). If cp 1:Sconvexanddecreasing(not 
necessarily uniformly)., !/Jen tile classical first boundary problem /Jas a 
solution in C2 • 1 (0) n c0 ,A;O, 1 /nt 1 (0) . 
• 
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